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yeah, we realize that the students and
faculty are all in favor of youbut sorry
you'reoutof luck,'" he said.
Along the process the faculty mem-
ber's peers and department chair "are
making judgements that are crucial,"
Topelsaid.
Weenolsen said her work advocating
for studcms-Avho felt sexually harassed
or discriminated against upset some of
her faculty colleagues.
"I did pick up negative vibrations
from some of the people who were in-
volvedin the complaints," she said.
Topel refused to discuss issues sur-
rounding Weenolson's advocacy
"because precisely they're what's atissue
right now."
Weenolson said she felt tensions over
her advocacy work led partly to her
tenure problems, "butIcertainly don't
think it's the whole thing."
"I think that competent women here
have a very difficult time," she said,
adding "I think that womenare supposed
tobe less thancompetenthere."
Topel recalled hearing complaints of
sexism when he was a faculty member
"from women who Irespect a great
deal." Those complaints, whilehe said
hedidn't recall beingphrasedin termsof
competency, led him as academic vice
president toinitiate faculty convocations
dealing with problems of women
One program "was an attempt to get
more directly at what we have to learn
from women's points of view when they
are mildly advocated,simply enunciated,
strongly advocated and so on," Topel
said.
see 'Tenure' page sixteen
tainted," she said, "my termination has
notbeenrescinded."
Weenolson criticized SU's policy,
stating faculty membersdon'tneed tobe
given reasons for non-consideration of
tenure.
"According to the American Associa-
tion of University Professors (AAUP),
make it a good defense of individual
rights or a humane way of viewing the
individual's circumstance."
SUExecutive Vice President, John
Eshelman, Ph.D., confirmed the
University's policy stemmed in part
from legal concerns. "Certainly there are
some legal complications avoided
thereby,"he said. "I think attorneys for
academic institutions tend to encourage
our position."
Eshelmanconceded thefairness of the
policy is a matter of debate. "I think
thereare somegood argumentsonboth
sidesof thatquestion," he said.
Topel responded to suggestions the
policy could hurt a teacher's future by
saying "that could cutboth ways.You
could have worse employment
opportunities if thereasons were given
insome cases andbetter opportunities if
they were giveniiothercases."
Both EshelmanandTopelemphasized
the relationshipbetween faculty andSU
is "at will" until tenure is granted.
"There'sno obligationon cither side" to
give reasons for failure to renew con-
tracts,Eshelman said.
"Since these arc all a series of one-
year contracts," Topel said, "if you
simply choose not torenew another one
youneed giveno reasons."
"The question comes down to partof
the system of tenuring itself," Topel
added. "If you're going togive thatkind
of long-term commitment then the pro-
cess by which you're going to do it is
going to havecautions built into it"
Topel minimized AAUP's contention
that tenure is designed to ensure aca-
demic freedom. "Ibelieve that tenure is
probably not the way of guaranteeing
academic freedom so much as due pro-
cess (is),"he said.
"Tenure isreally more of a seniority
question thanit is anacademic freedom
one," saidTopel.
Topel noted faculty input in the
tenureprocess.
"This is not a university's
administrative decision saying 'well
Community battles SUover Master Plan proposal
No. 87 (478-800)
see 'Squire' page two
Connolly Center without purchasing a
membership.
Hildebrandt wants SU students to be-
come aware of theconflict. "They need
information from all the resources in-
volved to know exactly what is going
Pierce agrees.There will bea meeting
held at noon on April 20 for students
who want more information on the
proposedMaster Plan.
The Squire Park Community Council
saysexpansionof theuniversity will be
detrimental to the neighborhood. Ac-
cording to the council, just the
construction of the facilities wouldcre-
ate an eyesore.They need»me concrete
guarantees that SU expansion will
benefit SquirePark.
Pierce feels SUand Squirepark share
some goals. They both want a safe and
protectedneighborhood andeach seem to
have the same goal toward retail
that is just sitting there with a big
mound ofdirt on it.They'reresponsible
for maintaining it and it isn't happen-
ing," saysHildebrandt
George Pierce,Ph.D.,SU vicepresi-
dent for planning, says he is in full
agreement with the dirt looking
distasteful.
"The mound will be removed some-
time this summer and used to fill in the
quadrangle where Marian Hall's rem-
nants sit," says Pierce, who agrees the
dirt could havebeen storedelsewhere.
Tom Pomeranz, the chairman of the
Community Advisory Council,summed
up the dirt problem this way: "Ican't
imagine people wanting to live across
the street from anunkept vacant lot."
Pomeranz andhis council,whoact as
mediators between SU and SquirePark,
would like the two sides to get along
and workathelpingeachother.
Another piece of landSU owns isbe-
ing leased out to private business. "SU
has a piece of property across from
Connolly Center. Instead of developing
it for their own use, they're leasing it to
Central Towing so Centralcan useit as
an impound yard," saysHildebrandt
Pierce intercedes that the building is
not ingood condition and it will be torn
down when and if the Master Plan is
implemented. But as Pomeranz points
out, "how would you like to liveacross
the street from a towingyard?"
Pierce doesn't want aconflict In fact
he is trying his best to assure thecom-
munity he's concerned. "SU is very se-
rious about sharing thenew athletic fa-
cilities with the community," Pierce
says of the land across from the Con-
nolly Center. Under the Master Plan,
the land would become a new athletic
field.
The only problem here is that the
community will have a hard time swal-
lowing this when non-students in the
community areno longer allowed in the
VolumeLVHI
ByPAULBERKOWTTZ
staff reporter
"We are not going to roll over and
play dead when it comes to the expan-
sion of Seattle University," says Chris
Hildebrandt,chairwoman of the Squire
Park Community Council's Land Use
Committee.
SquirePark isa neighborhoodnestled
around the Providence Hospital area.
The community council is thechief ad-
versary of SU and its "Master Plan."
The plan outlines plans for numerous
land use actions on SU and city prop-
erty.Someof theproposedusesinclude:
tennis courts,an athletic field,anursing
home, and more parking for the
University community.
Hildebrandt says SU has land that is
doing nothing butcreating aneyesore in
the neighborhood.
"There is a piece of land located at
Barclay Court and 13th (13th Avenue)
April 13, 1988
Weenolsen questions
SU tenure policy
BySTEVECLARKE
staffreporter
A grievance committee looking into
questions regarding Seattle University's
decisionnot to consider psychology in-
structor Patricia Weenolsen,Ph.D., for
a tenuredposition recommended another
review of her case, confirmed John
Topel,S.J., vice president for academic
affairs,last week.
"We're going back through the pro-
cess over again," Topel said. He noted
the review now under way isbeing con-
ducted within the psychology
department
"If this whole process were to turn
out differently then (her termination)
would beremoved and she would be is-
sued a contract," Topel said.He added
suchacontract wouldbeprobationary.
Weenolson expresseddisappointment
over the SU administration's reaction to
the grievancecommittee's recommenda-
tions. "Even though the process by
whichIwas terminated has been found
you're supposed to be able to know the
reason so you can fight it if it's not
right," she said.
"Being terminated at this level is ex-
tremely bad for a career," Weenolson
added.
Kenneth MacLean, an associate
professor ofEnglish andchairmanof the
SU chapter of AAUP, confirmed the
group's position with respect to giving
reasons for tenure decisions. He said
universities looking at candidates for
teaching positions ask, "What's the
matter here?" when no reason is given
for failure toreview aprevious contract
"That makes it more difficult to be-
come employed," MacLean said, "and
it'snotan easymarket."
MacLean speculated legal considera-
tions prompted SU's position. "It's to
the defensive advantage of an
administration not to have to put rea-
sons in writing that might later come
upascause in legalactions,"he said.
"One understands that," MacLean
continued,"but that doesn't necessarily
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This is not a
university's administra-
tive decision saying
'well yeah, we realize
that the students and
faculty are all in favor
of you but sorry you're
out of luck.'
-John Topel, S.J., vice
president for academic affairs.
Even though the
process by which Iwas
terminated has been
found tainted, my
termination has not
been rescinded.-- psychology instructor
Patricia Weenolsen, Ph.D.
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The vacant lot located west of Connally Center is just one of the sites Squire Park and SU disagree
over. The Department of Construction and Land Use will give their response to SU's Master Plan at an
open forum on April 25.
ble educational institution that very
muchneeds thisexpansion.
"The tennis team practices at the
Seattle Tennis Center, which is far off
campus.Another athletic fieldisneeded
to help the wear and tearon thepresent
one," he says. And the University al-
waysseeks moreparking.
The most frustrated person in the
whole Master Plan conflict is the man
in the middle-Pomeranz. Although he
has been treated in a civil and humane
fashion by both sides, he is very frus-
tratedbecause asolution can'tbe worked
out.
Pomeranz also says that Pierce tends
to try to lobby the board. "It is very
much the case.Irespect him highly.
asSUandProvidence and Swedishhos-
pitals) states that, when expanding, the
neighborhood around it must be
considered."
In response, Pierce says he would
considercertain community landusesif
the construction was tasteful and were
occupiedby low-scale commercial and
professional businesses.
Hildebrandt says the expansion is
plannedover a 13-acre area. There also
is abig question raise over the actual
need forexpansion.
"Why expand when Seattle Univer-
sity's enrollment continues to decline?"
sheasks.
Pierce agrees that enrollment is dwin-
dling.Buthe reassures that SUisa sta-
Squire Park
opposes SU
expansion
from 'proposal' page one
businesses and housing. The conflict is
inwhere tohouse these facilities.
Hildebrandt says SUis doing what it
has to do,as is thecommunity council.
"There is no animosity between the
neighborhood and the institution. We
just need to oppose the land use ideas
because the council and community
feels they wouldproduce a negativeef-
fecton theneighborhood."
Pomeranz, who has numerous dis-
cussions withHildebrandt,describes the
Squire Park leader as very active,
knowledgeable and informed. He also
notices she has taken an adversarial
stance toward SU. "I'llputit toyou this
way, she doesn't mess around. Of
course,neither doesDr.Pierce."
The community council and Hilde-
brandt have their own ideas of what to
do withpropertySUhopes to develop.
"We would like to enhance the retail
businesses along that strip andprovide
the neighborhood with mixed-income
housing. Hopefully these ideas would
also provide employment for members
of thecommunity," Hildebrandt says.
Pierce,however,points out that there
are already 40 to 50 community
residents employedatSU.
Hildebrandt also says SU should try
to expand upward instead of outward.
"The major institution code (which
governs thelanduseof institutions such
he's a capable and intelligent man. I
don't know why he needs to lobby.
Pomeranz puts himself in the
SU/community crossfire on a strictly
voluntary basis. "There is no stroke
other than the satisfaction of the job."
That makes his job even more
frustration.
"This whole Master Plan issue is like
nothing I've ever donebefore, it's like
walking a tightrope," hesays. "WhenI
first started out as chairman,Iwas ex-
pecting that it would be more benign
than experiencesI'vehad with other in-
stitutions in the community. I'm just
sorry the relationship between SU and
thecommunity hasbecomeasadversary
as ithas."
Sullivan explainshis role as president
By BRADSCARP
staffreporter
William Sullivan, S.J., leaned
slightly against the podium in the En-
gineering Auditorium,occasionally rat-
tlinga few coins inhis pocket whilehe
waited for the sparsegathering to move
closer to the front. He spoke with a
quiet resonance, needingno amplifica-
tion to fill the room.
He began with a brief history about
his earlychildhood inIllinois and Wis-
consin,andhow his mother raised him,
his brother and sister after their father
died. His mother, a former teacher,
moved them to a little Wisconsin town,
Prairie DuChien,because it featured a
Jesuit high school and a girl's high
school as well. Years later he would
graduate from Campion High School,
andin 1948 decided to jointheJesuits.
When Sullivan beganhis theological
/April 13 1988/The Spectator
studies in 1958 he also was selected to
study inEurope. He stayed in France
for about four years,during which time
he was ordainedinto the Jesuit order.He
also studied Protestant theology at
HeidelbergUniversity, in Germany, for
two years. He later received his
Doctorate in Theology from Yale, in
1964,before goingon to teach theology
atMarquetteUniversity.
He spokeof teaching college during
the turbulent years of the late 1960s and
early 70s. He said that the uproar over
the Vietnam war and the shootings at
Kent State made it difficult to finish
spring classes. In 1971, he was ap-
pointed Dean of the Divinity School at
St.Louis University.
Eventually he was fired, along with
mostof the faculty,by what he calls "a
veryconservativearchbishop."
Sullivan was asked to come here to
assist the new president, Father Ryan,
who replaced Louis Gaffney, S.J., in
1975. In early 1976, Ryan stepped
downbecause ofhealthreasons. InMay
of that year Sullivan was selected as his
replacement.
"Ididn't come outhere lookingfor the
president's job,"he said. "Ihad to learn
the ropes while upon the high wire."
He switched from past topresent,ex-
plaining that Resident Student Services
had asked him to speak about what he
docs each day, since so few students
have regular contact withhim andmany
wondered how he spends his time. He
told theaudiencehow hisdaily schedule
unfolds on anormal workingday.
Usually up about 6 a.m.,he is at the
office by 7:30 or 8, or at a breakfast
meeting. "Igo to about three or four a
week,"he said. "Seattle isagreat town
for breakfasts." He said that the next
morning he was scheduled to have
breakfast with the "Goodwill Games
people," an organization which he
chairs.
Sullivan usuallymeets withhis staff,
especially John Eshelman,Ph.D.,exec-
utive vice presidentand Joyce Crosby,
between 8:30 and 9 a.m. "The Cabinet
meetings are Tuesday mornings," he
said after a brief pause to joghis mem-
ory. "The V.P.'s report to Eshelman
andImeet with (GregLucey, SJ., vice
president for University Relations)
Luceyon some of the outside stuff."
Lunch is frequently incorporated into
some sort of meetings, with donors or
alumni,or just talking with faculty at
The Commons. Afternoons are booked
for the Faculty Senate, ASSU officers,
or other things relating to SU and the
community.
"That's also when we spenda lot of
time on the Master Plan,"he said. The
afternoon is also the most likely time
for him toconduct off-campusbusiness.
Sullivan likes to leave the office by
4:30 or 5 in the afternoon to return to
Loyola Hall. "From then until about
six o'clock is my down time," he said.
"Iuse that time for prayer, reflection or
maybe to say aprivate Mass." But the
day is far from over. Dinner is nor-
mally a workingaffair as well. "There
are lots of them," he said, "but Idon't
see 'Sullivan' page sixteen
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Restaurant
"TheBest OriginalMexican Foodin Seattle"
SERVINGLUNCH& DINNER 6 DAYS A WEEK
Original Margaritas, Cocktails,Beer & Wine
ORDERS TOGO
Thurs.-Sat.11:30-9:45 Mon.-Wed.11:30-8:45
1001E.Pike(Corner ofPike & E.10th) 324-6211
David Guardino, psychic
to the stars and celebrities
can help you obtain love, health
and wealth.Callor writeanytime:
P.O. Box 2638, Clarksville, TN
37042. (615) 675-0150, (615)
356-4719, (615) 986-2145, or
(615)352-5592.
Not ready for theIMl?
Callthemaninthepicture.
Steven Klein is anLOT expert His eight week course fea-
tures 32 hrs ofclass time plus 2hrs of private tutoring.
He works exclusively with released LOTs (materials
provided) All of this at a fairand reasonableprice of $295.
Steven can answerany LOT question Let him prove it
Call him any time at 545-3989
STEVENKLEINLSATCO.
JuntOTill: On lsTtit
Court*start!April20 CountsumAug 10
ByLISALARA
staff reporter
RusselMeans,AmericanIndian rights
activists, will speak about the need for
Indian rights recognition Wednesday
April, 27 at 7 p.m. in the Engineering
auditorium.
Means will speak inconjunction with
an Indian issues film festival April 19,
22, 26 and 29,sponsored by the Native
American Students Council (NASC),
the Educational Programs Committee
and ASSU.
Robert Galvan, president of the
NASC,said Seattle University needs to
know more about Indian issues.
"Institutions perpetuate myths about
Indians because they're ignorant," said
Galvan.
The films represent the Indians' fruit-
less efforts to gain religious, political
andeconomic independenceandrecogni-
tion,said Galvan.
"If this institution taught Indian his-
tory they could improve the situation.
Graduates will later be in positions of
powerandcouldhandle theIndian situa-
tionmore realistically," saidGalvan.
JamesParry, chairman of the history
department, said American Indians are
studied briefly in the American Ethnic
studiesclass taught once a year.
Kate Duncan, who heads the Fine
Artsdepartment, said we do need a cul-
tural anthropology class that woulddeal
withIndian history.
"It's especially important considering
we live in the Northwest. Iwould love
to teach a class on native groupsof the
Northwest," she said.
Galvan said "Christians came to In-
dian land witha gun in one hand and a
Bible in the other, the Jesuits are re-
sponsible for the destruction of many
Indian cultures. Their goal has always
been to convertpeople toChristianity."
He said he asked history andsociol-
ogy teachers toallow Means to speak in
their classesbut theyrefused. They said
it wasn't on their agenda or in the
curriculum,he said.
April Snyder,assistant vice president
for Academic Affairs,said SUtradition-
ally focuses on westernculture, "not to
say that we shouldn't provide ethnic
studies ~ nodepartment hasmade such a
request."
Somewhere over time Indian studies
weredeleted from our education,Galvan
said. The curriculum shouldreflect In-
dianhistory,headds.
He said much of the United States
Constitution is modeled from the Great
Law of Peace formed by the Iroquois
Indians,but most people don't know
that.
"The average student doesn't care
about Indian history," said Galvan.
"Why should they, they've never been
exposedto it?"
Heencourages students to review the
films andquestionMeans.
Means,an Ogalala Sioux Indian,or-
ganized the American Indian movement.
His name and mission became promi-
nent in the early 1970s when he orga-
nized people in Gorden, Neb. to stand
up against the system.
Means took over theBureauof Indian
Affairs in 1972 and was a key figure in
theWoundedKneeoccupationin1973.
/April 13,1988/The Spectator
Sullivan reflects on
12 years at the helm
By BRADLEY SCARP
staff reporter
The following is the first in a series
ofpersonal profiles focusingon the ad-
ministrators at Seattle University. Ad-
ditional articles will appear in the Spec-
tatorin the upcoming weeks.
William Sullivan,S.J., is approach-
inghis 12 yearanniversary aspresident
of Seattle University. Last week he
paused long enough from his unending
schedule of meetings and luncheons to
share some thoughts about the changes
and challenges on the campus around
him.
Regarding his relationship to the
school, Sullivan finds one of the more
rewarding aspects of his role at SU,or
as he sees it, with any administrative
position, the opportunity over the long
term to have a beneficial effect on the
institution. "As an administrator you
have to liveon delayedgratification," he
said withhalfa smile.
Sullivanbelieves that his capacity as
communicator, in two senses of the
word, is perhaps his most important
contribution to the university. First,in
gathering ideas and bringing the
scholastic and administrative wisdom
together with alumniresources asa way
ofmaking SUabetter school.
Thoughequally as important hesays,
is the task of promoting Seattle
University to the outside community.
Given that SU wasn't originally en-
dowed with millions of dollars, and
since competition for donations and
grantsis formidable,the task ofadvanc-
ing the school's image and keeping it in
the public eyeis a necessary part of the
job. "We didn't start with amajor bene-
factor like the Stanford,or Duke fami-
lies," he said, "...and this is not a re-
sourcerichenvironment."
Sullivan sees himself as more of a
moderator and lessof adecision maker
when it comes to formulating policy or
deciding where the money is spent.
However, he acknowledges that most
decisions areultimately in the hands of
the president. But he adds that most
frequently the decisions made by the
administrators "arenot between agood
choice and a bad choice,but between
twogoodchoices."
Again,he cites communication as a
key to the process. "But that doesn't
mean when you're done communicating
everyone is going to be in agreement,"
he said. But that's okay. What bothers
him is the unsupported criticism.
"There's a tendency on the part of the
university community, both faculty and
students, to criticize a decision even
though they might not have a lot of in-
formation about it,"he said.
Asked to consider the biggestchange
over the last 12 years, Sullivan says "a
strongersenseofconfidence andpride at
SU."
He claims the turn-around began in
the 70s under the direction of Louis
Gaffney, S.J., and continues today.
"We're a very good educational
institution,"he said. "I've had alumni
say to me that 'My diploma from SUis
worth more today than it was 10 years
ago.'"
Asked to evaluate his own perfor-
mance asadministrator,Father Sullivan
would only say thathe is very fortunate
to have had the opportunity to be the
president. As for how effective he's
been, "I'll leave that judgement toother
people,"he said.
He did acknowledge one quality that
William Sullivan, S.J., fields questions and explains his role as
president to SU students last Wednesday in the Engineering Auditorium.
It goes almost without saying that an
administrator's life is populated with
critics. On campus, Father Sullivan
listens to many, but he's not always
agreeable to the level of criticism. "I
have the privilegeof living in auniver-
sity community," he said,
"
where you
would expect intellectuals to be more
rational and reasonable in their
complaints."
There is even a certainattribution of
ill will that he finds bothersome and
somewhat puzzling,but notunbearable.
"Idon't think you can stay inan admin-
istrative job long without thick skin and
a helmet," he said.
Finally,when asked what would sur-
prise most people to learn about Father
Sullivan,he smiled and said "That he
hasa lotof friends. It's oneof the rich
partsof my life."
Means' visit promotes
American Indians
helpshim inhis job. "Ido have a rea-
sonably good vision of this place, its
strengths andpotential," he said, refer-
ring to both internal and outside
ingredients.
Regarding the university's growing
prominence in the community, Sullivan
said, "We've made enormous progress
outside."
On the topic of personal ambition,
and how it fits into his job,he alluded
to his philosophy of "you'll grow best
where you're planted," to summarize
his life atSU. "I like thepeopleIwork
with,and the potential of SU," he said.
"I madea decision on my 10th anniver-
sary (as president) that it was time to
step down or continue. Idecided that
there werestill challengesahead tokeep
me going, which is important because
I'mnotamind-the-store person."
Fenn takes challenge
to improve campus
ByKARIJO BLOOMER
Bob Fenn is serious. As Seattle
University's director of physical plant
and public safety since late fall quarter,
Fenn envisions the campusas develop-
ing intoaspectacular,beautiful place to
"When Iwas director of Safety and
Security Services,Iused to say to the
former Plant Director,1wouldn't have
your job for love nor money,1
"
Fenn
chuckled. "But last fall when the posi-
tion was vacant,Iwas offered the job.
Thisis anew career for me.Little didI
know whatIwas stepping into,butI'm
excitedas hell.Icertainly don'thave to
look for things todo."
After 10 years with the Bellevue,
Wa., police department,a year as the
owner of a private investigating firm
and six years as director of Safety and
Security Services at SU, Fenn has a
reputation for beingacop.
"People may question my qualifica-
tions for plant director," said the 43-
year-old. "But this is an administrative
position, and I'm not new to manage-
ment. I'vebeen in the SU community
for six years working in security
administration. Sure, my reputation is
as Bob Fenn, the cop. But now I'm
BobFenn,director,plantand safety.
"Mypersonality and attitudes won't
change,but my goals andobjectivesdo.
I've seen the good, thebad and theugly
here and dealt with it. If you want to
provide aservice to the community,
weekends,you workhard That doesn't
change.Irecognize myself to be a
qualifiedmanager andadministrator."
Fenn's credentials support him. The
certificates on his office wall include a
B.A. in Community Services and an
M.A. in Public Administration, both
from SU.
"For someone to say I'm not a
carpenter,plumber or electrician,well,I
say 'who cares?"I'mbeing asked toper-
form a managementposition.Idon't
need to know how to fix an electrical
outlet orhammer nails.If that weremy
expertiseIwouldn'tbe hereasdirector,"
said Fenn.
As director, Fenn sees some areas
whichneed direct attention.
"Plant is responsible for the upkeep
and maintenance ofallphysical proper-
ties, which includes janitorial, grounds
and theenergy budget.Roofs to plumb-
ing to wiring to desks, it's all our re-
sponsibility. Lack of personnel re-
sources is a problem...thepeopleIhave
areexceptional,but the amountof work
out thereisphenomenal," saidFenn.
"We've got a real interest and chal-
lenge in keeping the campus environ-
ment,buildings and systems in an ac-
ceptable state," Fenn said. "ButIwant
to go beyond that. Iwant people to
walk onto the SU campus and say
'wow!' The outstanding academic
qualifications of SU are established.
What isn't as well-defined is an out-
standing campus. Don't give uphope,
give us time. We can really make this
campus something spectacular, some-
thing for the students to be extremely
t)roudof
"
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By VICKY A.GREISEN
Staff reporter
injury.
"The nurses were theones whomade
a difference to me," recalls Scanlon.
"They were sensitive to me and to my
fear of theaccident The nurses weremy
support system."
The nurses helpedher deal with re-
constructive surgery, therapy andlearn-
ing to walk withcrutches,according to
Scanlon.
"My experiencetaught me thatIcan
be there for the patients," she said.It's
part of her philosophy of nursing.
"That philosophy," Scanlon added, "is
one that can'tbe defined in a few sen-
tences. My philosophy keeps growing
Nuclear reactor has
future at SU
Most students change their major
several timesbefore finally decidingon
acareer. For SeattleUniversity nursing
student Kelley Scanlon, it wasn't a
difficult decision.
"Nursing has always been on my
mind," said 21-year-old Scanlon. A
1984 car accident reinforced her
decision.
Scanlon was hit by acar that lefther
in a coma for two days. She spent the
next two months in the hospitalrecov-
ering from a concussion and a leg
SU's nuclear reactor is located In the first floor of the Bannon Building.
Thomas Krueger, SU director of
minority affairs
should notbe seenonlyin terms of the
color of their skin.
A person should be seen as being a
good man or a good woman."
Krueger was born in Baugo City and
left the Philippines when he was three
years old. He spent the rest of his
childhood in Yakima.Because he had
not "planted deep roots" in theFilipino
culture,he does not feelpressured toact
incertain waysbecause heisFilipino.
"I do things when it'sappropriate for
me not just because it's the expected
behavior of a certain culture,"he said.
"When you're dealing with different
cultures you have to do what's fitting
for that specific situation you're deal-
ing withand not just follow the dictates
of aparticular culture."
Krueger seeshimself as agoodleader
inminority issuesbecause he feels he's
an advocate for minorities. "I have a
real, deep, sensitive understanding of
theneeds ofall students,
"
he said. "IfI
were given an unlimited amount of
moneyIwould help them out finan-
cially.Ilike students andIwant them
tosucceed."
SU nursing student Kelly Scanlon.
as Ilearn. It is what motivates me to
nurse."
Scanlon speaks highly of the nursing
program at Seattle University. "The
teachers havebeensuperb. Theyare the
ones whohave made thebiggest differ-
ence as far as shaping my own nursing
philosophy," she said. "The most im-
portant thing in graduating from a
school is to take what you've learned
and make it tangible to your
community."
Scanlon has done just that. With the
helpof SUstudents, Scanlon organized
an AIDS awarenessprogram at Seattle
University. The program is currently
running through themonth of Apriland
addresses educational aspects of AIDS.
"AIDS is just one thing that is
threateningour population," she said.
"All colleges should be teaching about
AIDS because it is such a tremendous
problem."
One of the reasons Scanlon started
this projectwas, "Ilearnedhow impor-
tanteducation is to aperson.Itis acy-
cle. Teachers go through school and
give back to us their knowledge.We
complete the cycle by giving back to
the community."
"Seattle University is a community
that could really benefit from the
knowledge thenursingschoolhas about
health,"said Scanlon. "Iwould like to
see nursing students become involved
in AIDS education bysetting up work-
shops. In this way we are taking what
we are learning and makingituseful to
the community."
New minority affairs director
asks for commitment
out what'sbeen done in the office in the
past. Thenhe will consider what stu-
dents, staff and administration think
needs tobe donein thefuture.
When asked whether being Filipino
helps him in being director, Krueger
stated, "A whiteperson could run Mi-
nority Affairs. The merits ofjninorities
is no need for concern. He understands
the concerns about reactors in this day
and age are "legitimate," but there are
differences between our reactor and
thoseat Three-MileIsland.Three major
differences areproduction ofpower,ra-
dioactive wasteandradiation.
"With larger reactorsproducingsuffi-
cient power, there's always a risk of
losing control like the meltdown at
Chernobyl," Guy said. "Our reactor
never gets to the point of producing
enough power for that to happen. It's
strictly an instructional tool."
Another concern of a reactor is the
production of radioactive waste. Guy
assures that SU's reactor does not gen-
erate thismaterial.
Radiation is another problem with
reactors,Guy said.Headded there isra-
diation around the reactor, "but it's
probably no higher than what weget in
our environment. Students chances of
injury are slim since they don't spend
enough timein the reactorroom."
Guymakes the students wear badges
that measure the amount of radiation
they're receiving. After a month or so,
Guy sends the badges off to get pro-
cessed and they usually come back
reading zero, said Guy. As for thera-
dioactive signs posted on the doors,
Guy said they'rerequiredby theNuclear
Regulatory Commission,a government
agency that monitors all nuclear
operations.
"In this sense, (the reactor)is treated
like any other reactor because it must
follow the same procedures," Guy said.
"It'sno different fromanyother pieceof
complicated science equipment exceptit
contains radioactive material,"headded.
ByVINHDO
staff reporter
As the new Director of Minority Af-
fairs, Thomas Krueger is confident.
Already he has conceptions of what
MinorityAffairs willdo for this year.
Prior to coming to SU, the 38-year-
old Krueger had spent seven years at
Oregon StateUniversity asa counselor
in the Equal Opportunity Program. He
also taught peer counseling, psychol-
ogy andmulti-cultural awareness.
Krueger defined Minorities Affairsas
"a program to support minority stu-
dents,specifically American ethnic stu-
dents such asblacks, hispanics, South-
east Asians and Native Americans."
Minority Affairs does not exclude
women, the handicapped, whites or
nontraditional students, according to
Krueger.
"My goal for Minority Affairs is to
work for a strongercommitment from
the University towards both thephilo-
sophicaland financialneeds of minority
students," Krueger said. "A lot of mi-
nority students come from a socio-
economically disadvantaged back-
ground."
The office provides services such as
academic advising,personalcounseling,
crisis intervention,cross-cultural coun-
seling and financial aid to minority
students. Kruegeralso hopes theoffice
will be "ahangout wherestudents can
getacademic counseling andsupport"
Krueger's goals include working on
issues such as racism and a firmer
commitment from SU toward multi-
cultural awareness.
"The University needs to make a
commitment that can be shown in its
curriculum and policy," he stated. "To
Feed the World," a course offered here
about globalawareness and the integra-
tion of more minorities into staff and
faculty positions are examples of this
commitment." Krueger said he be-
lieves awareness can be achieved by
"sensitizing the University to cultural
differences and providing a forum of
communication between students, fac-
ulty and administration."
Krueger stated his immediate goals
are to understand theUniversity and to
develop an evaluative process to find
ByMARSHAEDSCORN
Staff reporter
Afterall these years,it still sitsunder
lock and key marked "radioactive."But
the nuclear reactor that was installed
over 20 years ago has an enduring fu-
ture at Seattle University. But it's not
because of its necessity, rather it's to
avoid what Reed Guy, Ph.D.,
chairperson of the physicsdepartment,
wouldcalla "beauracraticnightmare."
According to Guy, it would be very
timely andexpensive to decommission
andregulate the shippingof the reactor.
As Guy thumbs through the pages of
The Code of Federal Regulations, he
admits even he doesn't understand
everything in the book. "Some parts
conflict with others," he said.
Since Guy hasn't hadany complaints
or concerns of the reactorspresence,he
sees no point in trying to get rid of it.
"It'snota resource drain...the uranium
is on loan from the government," he
said. "SU has a license from the state
and the federal government to operate
the reactor although its actual use is
minimal,"added Guy.
Guy anticipates the reactor will be
used every other year for research or
other student projects. "Physics stu-
dents focus their interest on the physi-
caleffects of the fissionprocess of the
reactor,"he said.
Guy said he would like to work on
some things in the reactorroom inhis
free time. Until then, he acts as a
"radioactive security officer," supervis-
ing student activities with the reactor.
Although the name "nuclear reactor"
may soundalarming, Guy assures there
'April 13,1988/The Spectator
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would like toadvance both asaneduca-
torand anadministrator.
"I love higher education and1cer-
tainly would like to advance,"he said.
"But a lot of factors, such as timing,
family issues and the needs of SU go
into any advancement. But the oppor-
tunitiesare there."
Pollick saidbecause he was hired by
SU asa dean at the youngageof 36,he
has opportunities peoplehis age would
notusually obtain.
"Ihave a lot of avenues to explore in
the future, including vice-presidencies
andpresidencies," he said. "Any oneof
the SU deans is given the opportunity
to grow in their fields. At SU, youhave
a future as an administrator. But this is
looking at the future,and for right now,
I'mpretty happy with whereI'm at." David Pollick
administrative, which deals with per-
sonnel,the curriculum and theassurance
of quality education.The secondpart is
whatIcall futuring, which is trying to
is always putting things intoaction and
a good dean sees the implications of
these actions."
A disadvantageof beinga deanis that
it eliminates possible friendships with
faculty members,Pollick said.
"A dean can't ensure equality ifhe or
she allows a luxury of close relation-
ships with the faculty," he said. "As a
dean,Ihave to make alot of tough per-
sonnel decisions andIcan't let friend-
ships influence these choices. Idon't
want to create friendships and then not
honor them. I'd like to be friends with a
lot of the faculty members but it would
hinder my ability todomy job."
Pollick said he relies on his fellow
deans for friendship.
"My dean colleagues are my close
friends,"he said. "This isprobably be-
cause we are all in the same boat. We
understand theproblemsofdealing with
personneland withpaperwork. Wealso
understand the needs of the University
must come first. Because of this con-
viction, wehave grownclose."
Pollick said because the college of
artsand sciences covers somany differ-
ent fields,his job is often interesting.
"Throughmy job,Iam often dealing
with a lot of different issues," he said.
"Because of this,Iget quite an educa-
tion. Butpeople need to realize that a
dean is not a supermind. My faculty
members are the expertsin thesematters
andItry to take full advantageof this.I
think SU succeeds because of its fac-
ulty,notits deans."
Beinga good dean means being able
to anticipate the future, according to
Pollick.
"A dean has to possess acertain kind
of human knack," he said. "You have to
be clever and able to notice problems
before theygrow outofcontrol. A dean
intuitively imagine where a college is
now and whereitought tobegoing."
As for the future, Pollick said he
ByKENBENES
features editor
Sitting in his office in the Casey
Building, David Pollick resembles
anything but one of the deans from
SeattleUniversity. He has no worried
look onhis face,no stack ofpapers that
needhis immediate attention andnolist
of phone messages that need his
immediate reply.
Instead,the dean of the SUcollege of
artsandscienceshas anoffice filled with
the soundofclassical music,a desk un-
cluttered with paperwork and a phone
which seldom rings. But this does not
mean David Pollick hasan easy job.
"In the four years thatIhave been a
dean at SeattleUniversity,my jobcould
only be described assomething which is
constantly changing," he said. "Some
days my jobis something which is very
good.Other daysmy jobishorrendous."
Yet even with these daily
inconsistencies,Pollick admits he en-
joysbeingadean.
"I really like my job," he said. "It's
funny,but there was a time when hold-
ing an administrative position wasn't
something to be proud of, because the
students and faculty tended to lookdown
on people with authority. But this has
changed inrecentyearsand I'mproudof
my position."
Pollick said the change in feelings
towards administrators has come about
through a change in the way university
officials are hired.
"It used to be that a good teacher ora
good scholar was automatically made
intoan administrator,"he said. "But this
isreally kind ofdumb. Notevery good
teacher has what it takes to be an
administrator. Collegesare now starting
torealize this and they are more selec-
tive with who they hire for administra-
tivepositions."
Pollick said the top priority of his job
is to assure the SU faculty receives the
opportunities they need to provide an
education to their students.
"There are really two parts to my
job," he said. "The first part is
/April 13, 1988/The Spectator
Cave takes on
convenient look
The Cave, located in the basement of Campion Towers, has a new image.
ByJAYDALLENBACH
staff reporter
There's no business like Cave
business.
Since last fall, the Cave, a Seattle
Universitycampus food servicelocated
in the basement of Campion Tower,
hasbeen in the process of changing its
format. The Cave has been stocking
convenience items suchas laundry sup-
plies, frozen meals and other grocery
products in addition to old items such
assnack products.
The new format was created by
Celina Travis,Mariott-Saga's manager
of the Cave, in cooperation with Tom
Schumaker, director of SU food ser-
vices. Travis and Schumaker used the
comment cards available at the food
service locations to help provide the
students with products students wanted
tobe sold in theCave.
"We saw theneed from the students'
point of view and the success of the
store today is because we are really
giving what the students want," said
Travis.
The Cave is competing with other
area convenience stores in the neigh-
borhood for the student'sbusiness. "We
really try tobe competitive with the 7-
cause Ineeded to get it approved by
Judy Sharpe, the director of resident
student services,
"
Travissaid.
Travis feelsher communication with
the students is important to maintain.
"I have taken the time to establish a
good line of communication with the
students andIencourage them tokeep
giving me feedback," Travissaid.
another resident ofCampion. "Thelater
hours make it more convenient,butI
woulduseitmore oftenif theCave was
openon the weekends."
The Cavealsooffers an assortmentof
cigarettesbut has only done so recently
because approval by theUniversity was
needed before they couldsell them. "It
took a while to bring cigarettes in be-
SU dean excels with ease
ll's and GoodLuck Grocery (located
around the corner of Campion on
Broadway)," saidTravis.
The prices of theproducts offered in
the Cave are sometimes a few cents
more than inother convenience stores,
according to Travis.This is because of
the difficulty of getting certain items
the students want the Cave to stock,
likecigarettes. "Sometimes theremight
bea discrepancyinpricebecause of the
difficulty of getting some items,"
Travis said.
The businesshours for theCave have
been increased at the request of the
students. The Cave is now open until
10 p.m. during weekdays."We used to
close in the afternoons,but the students
requested that they wanted it open.I
think that creates new sales," said
Travis.
Therehas beena mixedreaction from
the students about the new format.
"They should revise the information
given out at the beginningof the year
to show thenew things offered by the
Cave and increase the dollar amountof
the food plans in order to reflect the
money that students spend on things
other than food there," said Tom Wil-
son,a resident ofCampion.
"Its a great idea," said Jim Stoner,
FEATURE S
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First inaseries:
Tips forlaunchingyourbusinesscareer
Don't go it alone. I
Call thePlacement
Professionals.
As Puget Sound's leading personnel placement service, Business
Careers has the resources to help you reach your goals. If you're a
success-oriented business or communications senior with proven
leadership abilities,high scholastic achievement and some work
experience, we'd like to meet you.
Each month, we represent more than 1,500 opportunities. Watch
for our ads in the Seattle Times help-wanted section. When you visit
one of our offices, aprofessional placement consultant will help you
identify the most appropriate positions and will provide valuable
coaching to help you secure an offer.
So, don't brave the job market alone. Call the Placement
Professionals at Business Careers today.
J2BmnessCareers
"Seattle Management Division:447-7474
"Bellevue: 447-7411 " Renton: 447-7433
organizesuchabrilliant teameffort.
Iwould like to commend youalsoon
the publishingof a continually quality-
filled newspaper while under the
pressure of forming your quality
softball team.
Ifonly our student governmentcould
achieve the same!
While looking at the result of the
challenge match (two weeks ago) with
A.S.S.U. (21-4), it became sorely
obvious that our student government
spends entirely too much time on
administrative tasks in the interest of
students.(i.e. restructuring A.S.S.U,
writing and ratifying the constitution,
strongly voicingstudent concerns to the
faculty.staff, administrators and fellow
students, representing the diverse
constituencies on campus, actingas an
anchor for clubs and organizations,
planning student voice to off-campus
parties, serving office hours,
encouraging thebuilding of community
and the process of communication on
campus, volunteering for community
serviceprojects, etc.,etc.,etc....)
Don't you think that a little time
office to organizea respectablesoftball
team would be permitted?Icertainly
think so!
Would it b possible for to perhaps
offer afewpointers to these people who
have not yet achieved the delicate
balance of workand play?
Atany rate, my congratulations to at
least one jobwelldone!
Sincerely,
Tina M. O'Brien
ASSU President
Do yourself a favor. See the film
"Home of the Brave" at 7 p.m. on
Tues., April 19, in the library
auditorium. It will give you a basis for
understanding the status of the
indigenous peoples of Northand South
America. Also showing is "Nicaragua
Was My Home," which explains the
Indians struggle against both the
Sandinistasand the Contras.
These movies are the first in a series
presented by the Native American
Students Council,Educational Programs
and the ASSU.
"...it is necessary to suppose that
every good Christian is more ready to
put a good interpretation on another's
statement than tocondemn itas false.If
an orthodox construction cannotbe put
a proposition, the one the one who
made it should be asked how he
understands it. If this does not suffice,
he should be corrected with all
kindness..."
(Signed):
Richard Sherburne S.J.
Religious Studies aAa
To the Editor:
I would like to offer my
commendation for the quality of the
Spectator softball team (a.k.a USA
Today). What a spectacular group of
athletes whohaveobviously expendeda
substantial amount of energy to
people cite is that Jackson is going to
divide the Democratic ticket and force
Democratic voters over to theRepubli-
can side.This too seemslike a weak ar-
gument when we look at the fact that
Jacksonhelpedregister some 2,000,000
new Democratic voters in his 1984
campaign. It seems obvious that the
reason Jackson is "unelectable" is that a
White House is no place for a black
man.Iguess the sit-ins in the sixties
gave the black man theright to sit on a
stool ata cafeteria but not achair in the
White House.
For more discussion on the Jackson
issue,come toan open session withDr.
James Hogan, Dr. Richard Young and
other interested students and faculty at 1
pm , today at the Peace and Justice
Center, second floor of The Chieftain.
This session is sponsoredby theCoali-
tion for Human Concern.
Signed,
David Hawkins
Student
give him the nomination. Hart continu-
ously is trying to getaway from his in-
decent behavior,which some peoplecall
adultery. And then we have Jackson
who none of the other candidates seem
to noticeand who tries to talk about and
engage his fellow candidates in a
discussion about the issues. Yet this
seems totally out of place with all of
the other hoopla going on around him.
When the issues do getaddressed,Jack-
son'sanswers are as solid as theothers,
and yet people still don't think he is
electable.
Therearereasons other thancolor that
people give as to why is "unelectable."
The main reason is that he has never
held on elected public position before.
This might be of some importance, yet,
Iask youhow isany other elected office
like that of the president. Thereis sim-
ply no other. And it would seem as
though we should worry more about
whata person stands for and has lived
his life according to thanif hehas ever
heldaelected public office when voting
for president. Another problem that
LETTERS
Racism
Why is it that at black man running
for president is "unelectable?" Jesse
Jackson addresses the issues,speaks ina
powerful voice,and is never one to shy
away from difficult questions. He an-
swers with solid,simple, yet appropri-
ate responses. So, why then is it that
this man, who many say if he were
whitewouldbe the leading contender for
president,is "unelectable"?
In America people have fought for
equal rightsovermany years,and inthe
sixties "great" strides weremade, many
thought, toward equality. However, to-
day when a black man tries to run for
president, even the most "liberal"-
minded individuals are not willing to
vote for him because they don't think
America isready for a black manin the
White House. Even though these
"liberals" agree with what Jackson
stands for,as far as they're concerned
they have to vote for somebody who is
going to be electable and Jackson
simply isn't.
When we watch the debates of the
various candidates running for office,
what usually happens? Dukakis and
Gephart start toslander one another,not
on their stands on the issuesbut rather
on how each others' campaign is being
run. Simon constantly tries to show
how all the other candidates (Dukakis
andGephart) havecontinuously changed
their stands on the issues. Gore sits
back as if he is waiting for his dad to
April13,1988/The Spectator
LETTERS
SPECULATION
have love without sex.Now that we
know every possiblephysical combina-
tion for sexual actsbetweenmembers of
thehuman race,our curiosity shouldbe
satisfied. We know who does what to
whom and wherebabies come from. We
haven't talked muchabout love, though,
and it's important.
Why is it that some people who have
absolutely no redeeming qualities are
incredibly sexy. Why is it that sexcan
spoil a wonderful friendship? Why is it
that some of the kindest, most loving,
physically attractive people are totally
lacking in sex appeal? What is love
anyway? Why dopeoplecall the sex act"
making love" when, as Tina Turner
says, "What'sLove Got to do With It?"
Write us letters about love. What do
you think it is? Don't write to us about
sex for a while unless youenclose 8"x
10" glossies.
ByJUDYLEWIS
opinioneditor
Aren't we justa weebitobsessed with
the sex lives of members of the SU
community? Youropinion editoris tired
ofall the debate about what varieties of
sexual activity are acceptable under
what sorts of conditions. Itgets boring,
youknow?
I'mpretty sure that most of the peo-
pleexchangingbarbed commentsabout
sexual activity are celibate, either by
choice or by circumstance. You don't
have to rob a bank in order to explain
how it's done. On the other hand,you
can't teach someone how to fly a plane
if your knowledge of aviation is purely
theoretical.
It's important to remember that we
can have sex without love and we can
To The Editor:
Iwould like to make this brief
response to the guesteditorialof Father
Harry Kohls (Spectator 3/2/88)and his
attack on the character and viewsof the
chairman of the Theology/Religious
Studies department, Dr. Gary
Chamberlain. Tomy knowledge,noone
in the department has theleast doubt as
to the authenticity (though perhaps
variance with Father kohl's own
particular "magisterium") or the
integrity fo Dr. Chamberlain's quite
Catholic thinking within the Christian
community on any issue.
My principal concern is that Father
Kohls was willing to take twosentences
from a necessarily succinct news report,
and impute fabricated "sinister" moral
positions to Dr.Chamberlain which are
as far removed from his actual thinking
as Ican imagine. And pathetically,
Father Kohls has chosen to make this
attack without so much as talking to
withDr.Chamberlain himself,or even
with any of his colleagues, about the
matter.
Iwould like to quote from the
openingparagraphofSpiritualExercises
of St. Ignatiusof Loyola, the founder fo
Father Kohls' religious order, the
Jesuits:
SEX
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To the Editor:
<Lust in the dustTo the editor:Iwould like to add a prophylacticcomment to the condom controversyoncampus. Two years ago a young malestudent came into my office crying be-
causehis condombroke andhisgirlfriend
was pregnant. With the condom craze
l^Vltf* 12lSt now *n u^ fast"on' *am anticipatingstudents coming into my office in the
t near future crying that a condom broke
r^Tfl Cm Ck »>-» anc* now ey an£ * ie r^ sexua' compan-C-^ "CfJ ion, and possibly their child, share
AIDS. Why anyone would place their
1_ a.a. _„ faith in condoms, stake their lives and
Icllvl the lives of others on them, is beyond
me. The coffee-condom evangelist and
I his disciples on campus may wind up in
WC I*© tne ironic and tragic position of
endangering the very lives of those they
are trying toconvert.
GVGI* Our lives, the lives of others and ourchildren depend on our crucial choices
concerning condoms, loving commit-
r*f\Zw+n ments, and all intimate contacts. The
£30l3 OlII£2 "Rubber Revolution" is a game of
Russian roulette— a game of life with
a death, lust with dust,and love with loss.
lO Why play adeadly gameyoucannot win
for very long?
nrint "Neil Young' p|kD*tr * Psychology Department
Lookingahead to the future,a lotcan
be seen. Yet, the clarity of what isseen
depends on the distance. With that in
mind,let's talk about the Clientele Fo-
rum which was held on April 5. The
Forum was conducted as an open
discussion to get feedback from theSU
community.
According to the introduction to the
convocation draft report," the Clientele
Forum has been meeting weekly to as-
sess the University's clientele (student
body) in light of current demographic
trends andour mission and strengths as
aUniversity."
In other words, the school wants to
know why it's losing students. Also,
the school wants to find out who will
be left in 1995. Hang on folks, things
get better.Ifwe look into whathasbeen
termed the discussion reportonStudent
Clientele there are some interesting
facts.
The reportbegins withdefining who
they are talkingabout in the discussion.
The report listssub-groups and sub-sub
groups. These boil down to traditional
undergraduatesand freshmen.
From there come the statistics, the
endless flow of numbers which by
1995, theenrollment will decrease. Fro
example, the Black population will go
from 108 students to 56 students,a de-
cline of 48% by 1995. The number of
Matteo Ricci students will drop from
127 to zero.
The report ends with solutions to
prevent the decline predicted for 1995.
On suggestion in the report calls for
better financial aid. Another suggestion
is "employ more Black fac-
ulty...generate greater multi-cultural
sensitivity and understanding on cam-
pus." Still another suggestion looks to
build a new student union building and
improve the dorms.
On the outset these appear to be
interesting suggestions and it is possi-
ble theadministration willact on them
Nuclear argument for endless power
thecoming decades. Such apredicament
would surely put smiles on the faces of
ourMiddle-Eastern Friends.
problem. By erecting legislative,
administrative, and legal roadblocks,
self-proclaimedconsumeradvocateshave
succeeded in delaying theopening and
operation of many plants. Often, the
lelaysare procedural and have little to
vith safety. This alwaysresults ingreat
daily costs to companies and their
ratepayers.Such tactics are extremely
effective in rendering these energy
sourceseconomically unfeasible.
Public debateover thesafety of coal
andnuclear powerhasbeen largelyone-
sided. Media coverage would have us
believe that two-headed fish inhabit the
waters surroundingnuclear plants while
acid rain threatens to wipe outallplant
and wildlife north of the Mason-Dixon
Line. Inreality, though, thenuclear en-
ergy industry has a safety record
unparalleledby anyother American in-
dustry,andarecent federal agencyreport
for the National Acid Precipitation As-
sessment Program could not find any
serious threat from acid rain to fish life,
forests,crops orhumanhealth.
Likeeverythingelse inlife,allenergy
sources carry risks as well as benefits.
We don't think twice about driving
down the highway, even though fatal
accidents arecommon. We don'thesitate
to fly across the country,even though
300 passengers can be killed in one
mishap. Yet the chance ofa planecrash
is 10,000 times greater that the chance
of a nuclear accident occurring in the
UnitedStates.
While many are quick to point out
therisksof coal andnuclear power,it is
crucial that we balance thebenefits with
the risks as we do when we decide to
drive acar or take aplane flight. Those
who condemn coal and nuclear offer no
real alternatives. The fact remains that
even if all the U.S. power plants now
beingbuilt are finished,they will meet
less thanhalfof theincreased electricity
will need by the year 2000.
It currently takes an average of eight
years to builda coal-fired plant and ten
years or more to build a new nuclear
power plant in the U.S. Unless webe-
gin to understand the balance between
risks and benefits,and go forward with
anambitious electrification program, we
will certainly face energy shortages in
ByNIKISZABLYA
guesteditorial
For a long time, America has de-
pendedon foreignoil.Over thepast few
decades,however,therehasbeena trend
in this country to rely more and more
on electricity to meet our energy de-
mands. Whileoil can be burned topro-
duce electricity,electricity ismore often
generatedfrom othersources, andcan be
used inplace of oil for many commer-
cialanddomestic needs.
The 1973-74 Arab oil embargo pro-
videdadded incentive todecrease out de-
pendenceon foreignoil,a dependence
which many saw as foolhardy and dan-
gerous.Even though electricity isplay-
ing an increasingly bigger role on our
energy scene, falling oil prices and
difficulty inusingother sourcesofelec-
tric generation have ironically cast oil
back into a starring role. Regulatory
obstacles and short-term economic con-
siderations are encouraging utilities to
rely more on oil to produce electricity.
This isnota healthy situation.
Since the time when Americans re-
placed iceboxes with refrigerators,elec-
tricity has become an important part of
our daily lives. But to keepour econ-
omy strong,our industry competitive,
and our standardof living comfortable,
we mustproduce enoughnon-oil gener-
ated electricity to meet our growing
demand.
The need for increased electrical pro-
duction is clearly seem when one re-
viewsits expandingrole inmeeting our
nation's energy consumption. In 1950,
electric production accounted for one-
sixth of America's energy use. Today
close to 40 percent of our nation's en-
ergy consumption is in the form of
electricity and by the year 2000, the
U.S. will need nearly 50 percent more
electric power than wecurrently use.
Electric demandhas alsobeenclosely
linked to economic growth. Over the
past15 years,electric usagehasrisen by
more than 25 percent,roughlyparallel-
ing a 22 percent growth in the Gross
National Product. The importance of
electricity for computers, communica-
tions, high-technology, mass-transit,
and the nation's overall growth is obvi-
ous.Our challenge, then,is toguarantee
enough electricity to power America
into thenextcentury.
Fortunately, America has plentiful
domestic supplies of coal and uranium
to generate all the electricity we need.
Unfortunately, our piles of coal and
uranium might as well sit on Kuwaiti
tankers since America chooses to limit
their use.
Itisa fact that theU.S.has morecoal
than any nation on earth. Our supply is
estimated at over 200 billion tons, the
equivalent of one trillion barrels of oil,
which is enough to fuel America past
the 400 year anniversary of our
Constitution.
It is also a fact that the U.S. has
enough uranium to fuel twice the more
than 100 nuclear power plants now in
operation in this country for their life-
times. Since energy in uranium is so
concentrated,nuclear powerplants can
operateon 30 tonsofuranium per year,
compared to 2.5 million tonsofcoal or
9 million barrels ofoil that a fossil fuel
plant would use.
However, unstable andunpredictable
governmentregulation along withpub-
lic misconceptions and fears have ham-
pered the development and use of coal
and nuclear power, and haveprevented
theseenergysources from realizing their
vastpotential.
Well-organizedopposition to the full-
scale development coal and nuclear
energy has precipitated much of this
ByDAVID SPRIGGS
assistantopinioneditor
SU.
Ihave,again, talked toafew staffand
faculty members at this school. They
say that SUhas yet tocompete inpay-
ing for the talent they have. And to
think a Black faculty would come to
situation for below market pay is alittle
ridiculous.
This mini critique doesn't intend to
belittle the accomplishments but point
out weaknesses to be strengthened. The
administration couldconduct forums and
creates committees /eft and right; but
how is it going to implement the sug-
gestions? And when are they going to
start?
How aboutFallquarter 1988?
When will you
start?
'April 13,1988/The Spectator
but,whenandhow?
When will the administration stop
conducting forums and begin to start
practical action. It was a great idea to
moveall the student serviceoffices into
one building. This move does attempt
to satisfy one of thesuggestions.How-
ever, does making the services more
availablemake the service more afford-
able?
Ihave talked to a number of students
who are seriously considering leaving
SU. They are not leaving for a better
educational experience,nor because of-
ferings are lacking. A central reason is
money.
Money appears to make the world go
round anddetermines whogetseducated
and whodoesnotgeteducated.It is true
that the financial aidoffice has become
more aware of student financial needs.
Yet, for every student that has been
helped,just asmany claim they've been
deniedmuchneeded aid.
Maybe there should be acampaign to
create more scholarships and augment
those now inexistence.
Originally, the administration pro-
posal to build Casey and the Sci-
ence/Engineering buildings stipulated
that there would be anincrease inbadly
needed classroom space. Now, the two
erected buildings offer only four more
classrooms.
The campus has added beauty but
limited class space.
Here isan idea: insteadof buildingan
exclusive restaurant on top of Casey,
put in classrooms. Then, if the
administration wantstoget moremoney
from potential donors whydon't they let
them meet the students in a relaxed at-
mosphere? How,maybea dinner in the
Marketplace or Chieftain would be
appropriate.
As for the need to increase theminor-
ity student (especially Black) popula-
tion,no gains have been made. It ap-
pears the Minority Affairs office seems
to have arevolving door. Andif thead-
ministration plans to hire minority fac-
ulty, it should look the pay scales for
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the $3. "We're not trying to act as a
minority on campus, we want toact for
the campus. That was the wholeideaof
our petition drive. Youcan't have a fee
imposed upon the students unless the
majority of the students support it...and
theydid," saidMcDonald.
"We got 2,100 student signatures in
our petition drive who supported our
philosophy and the formation of a
chapteron SU'scampus," headded.
"WashPIRG goes for permanent
change and we can't do that without a
stable funding system," said Jennifer
White,SUWashPIRG member.
"Bygetting the majority's support we
are saying what ever you think needs to
be enacted we will put our efforts into
seeing that itgetsdone," added White.
"That's the whole idea...that's theidea
of the students to tax themselves to
raise money for a greater cause," said
McDonald.
"This is WashPlßG's only source for
a stable money base, "said Philp.
"Thereisnomore effective way toraise
funds.Ifyou spendhalf aquarter trying
to raise money, like a fund drive, that
takes a large chunk (of time) out of
each quarter. Tobe moreeffective,asa
student organization, you need a
funding system where you can get
things done more quickly and more
efficiently...this is also how we can
come togethermore economically."
"University of Washington's Wash-
PIRG chapter works on a donation ba-
sis and Evergreen State College works
on a fee basis. What's different about
SU's WashPIRG is that it would be
fundedbya $3 waivablefee..we want
this waivablefee, saidMcDonald.
"It'sareliable systemof funding," he
anythingabout,"added White.
McDonald said issues (environ-
mentaland political) are chosenby the
WashPIRG studentboardofdirectorsat
their annual meeting.
"Wecan't do a wholelotabout issues
on campus until we have been estab-
lishedasa chapter... weonly have club
status... some people ask us why we
just don't keep club status and use the
money given to us for being a
club...we can't do that, it just goes
against thegrain of our whole philoso-
phy," states Philp.
"(The importanceofhaving)achapter
(on campus) is so students will be rep-
resented. We can go to the WashPIRG
State meetingsand say, this is what the
people on my campus want to see
done" said White.
"This way we have a definite partin
the whole politicalagendaof the state,"
addedPhilp.
"Most clubs focus on temporary
events from quarter to quarter, the dif-
ference is that WashPIRG focuses on
permanent change, like changing
laws...these are the things this country
has been founded on...and that's what
WashPIRG is, action... citizens have
the right to change things and it's im-
portant that people participate in that
right," said White.
Through WashPIRG, "students can
learn (hands on) political skills that are
not taueht in class." commented Philn
see 'WashPIRC page nine
added, "Uof Whas a donation system
and this works fine for their chapter
becauseUofWhas 30,000students."
"If only 10 percentof their students
donate money to the chapter they have
enough to fund themselves for the
year," said McDonald. "SU has only
4500 students and the donation system
wouldn't work for us."
The $3 waivable fee would also be
spenton lobbying, administrative staff
salaries,and other projects. "We need
funds to be able to compete with com-
panies who have twice as much
money..it's a politicalreality,lobby-
ing costs money and moneyhas alarge
role ineffecting law," saidPhilp.
"Administration is looking to elimi-
nating any extra fees from the tuition
statement," said a WashPIRGmember.
"They just want one tuition payment
and that includes the students
contribution to everything they could
pay for,club fees,and whatever else.
"But, he added, "we are looking to
work with the administration to figure
outwhat they wantand what wewant."
Last quarter there were complaints
that WashPIRG didn't explain their
cause when petitioning the students.
"We weremore than willing togive out
information to students...a lot of times
they wereon their way toclassand they
didn't have enough time for us to ex-
plain," saidMcDonald.
"Twenty one hundred students don't
sign something they don't know
WashPIRG members
keep drive alive
/April 13,1988/The Spectator
ByJENNIFERVOLANTE
staff reporter
Washington Public Interest Research
Group (WashPIRG) continues to fight
for recognition on the Seattle Univer-
sity campus andsupportof itsproposed
$3 waivable fee.
WashPIRG, a student-directed and
student-funded consumer and environ-
mental organization, has over 30,000
members,and works for thecitizens of
the state on issues such as, environ-
mental protection, consumer rights and
governmentand corporate accountabil-
ity,according to itsmembers.
WashPIRG students say they need to
hire aprofessional staff tohelp runand
organize theSUWashPirg chapter.
WashPIRG goes for
permanent change and
we can't do that
without a stable
funding system.-- Jennifer White, SU
WashPIRG member. j_j,
"Because of the fact that we are stu-
dents it would justbe more effective in
getting things done if we have a hired,
professional staff," saidAlex Philp,SU
WashPIRG student member.
Money to hire a professional staff
would come from canvasing and froma
$3 waivable fee, said Pat McDonald,
SU student and WashPIRG member.
"The $3 waivable fee isanideal form of
self taxation,"saidPhilp.
The $3 waivablefee is added to stu-
dent's tuition. When tuitionpayments
aredue,studentshave anoption to oav
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DearSenior.
We, the Senior Class Committee, would like you to choose
fellow students whom you think are "outstanding"seniors. For
the outstanding senior awards, we ask that you briefly describe
how each individual you are nominating meets the criteria of
academic achievement, community service, and/or campus
involvement.
In addition, we are soliciting nominations for the Seattle
University faculty andstaff members whom you think should be
recognizedand acknowledgedas "outstanding."
Please return the form below by April 18th to the designated
box at the CampusAssistant Center or mail it to:
Senior ClassCommittee: C/O ASSU Club Office,Seattle
University, Seattle, WA 98122 j
(FacultyMember)
(Staff/Administrator)
(Student(s)name with
explanation attached)
pleasetear outandreturn tocampusassistance center
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SEATTLE UNIVERSITY'S SEVENTH ANNUAL
SUMMERJOB FAIR
WEDNESDAY,APRIL 20th,NOON TO 2:00 PM
LEMIEUXLIBRARY FOYER
A variety of work-study and non-work-sludy employers
will be presenting information about anticipated part-time
and summer job openings.
Employers attending include:
♥Officeof the AttorneyGeneral
♥BeaconHill Research Foundation
♥Boysand Girls Club of King County
♥BroadwayPerformance Hall
Catholic Youth Organization
♥CrisisClinic
♥Cityof Seattle
♥DenneyPark Children's Center
♥EchoGlen Children's Center
The Edgewater Inn
Exploration Cruise Lines
First Interstate Bank
Four Seasons Olympic
Frederick and Nelson
Group Health Cooperative
Holiday Inn Crown Plaza
♥FredHutchinson CancerResearch
♥Kingdome
♥KingCounty Prosecuting Attorney
♥TheLearning Tree
Nordstrom
♥PikePlace Market PDA
Providence Medical Center
Seattle First National Bank
Seattle Public Library
♥TheShelter
Sheraton Downtown
♥SmallFaces Child Development Ctr
SwedishHospital ,
United Parcel Service
♥VirginiaMason Hospital
Washington Mutual Financial Group
Wash. Sute Dept. of Corrections
Westin Hotel
♥YWCAof Seattle/KingCounty
♥Divisionof VocationalRehab.
♥Work-studyemployers
SPONSOREDBYJOB LOCATION& DEVELOPMENT AND THE
FINANCIAL AIDOFFICE.
By THERESAMCBRIEN
staff reporter
We all know what happened to the
Marian Building in late March when it
was demolished in clouds of dustand
heaps of splintered wood, but what
happenedto the stuffinside?Before the
building wasknocked down last month,
the furniture wasremoved for storagein
the basement of the MadisonBuilding.
Some of the tablet arm chairs have
already been restored for use in there-
modeled Liberal Arts Building. They
refinished "a bunch" of tablet arm
chairs, said Lee Lucay,purchasing as-
sistant for Seattle University.
Refinishing thechairs was "a heck of a
lotcheaper" thanbuying new ones,she
said. Aside from that, the "older ones
are built better...made of solid oak or
maple."
Therefinishing was done by inmates
at the state prison at MacNeil Island,
confirmed Jerry Pederson, purchasing
director atSU.The furniture refinishing
project "went out to bid with several
refinishingagencies.They hada terrific
process anda terrific price," Pederson
said.
"As long as we have that kind of
refinishing (project), I'm sure we will
(use the servicesof the inmates again)."
butwhat if turmtureisn't relinishcd?
Lucay said thestuff isauctioned off
either through a campus community
organization or by a professional
auctioneer.
Pederson agreed, saying General
Services "provides clearing house ser-
vices" to the University. "We first try
to utilize as many items for use at the
University. We tag things and move
them out tooffices that indicated aneed
or store them for future use.
Once a surplus is defined we try to
Seattle University sold and salvaged old furniture from Marian Hall
before razing the building last month. Some of the chairs were
reflnished and are in use in the Administration Building.
sell it,Pederson continued. The de-
partmenthada "largeyard sale"recently
for old Marion Building items, some
notin thebestcondition.
Pederson said theyheld a "silentauc-
tion" that was open to the public.
Items were tagged with numbers and
went to thehighestbidders. Prices were
negotiatedat times inaneffort to match
fair market values.Proceeds from these
furniture auctions are placed in the
University'sgeneral fund.
Color schemes for new or remodeled
buildings and new furniture are deci-
sions usually decided by committee,
Lucay said. Once agreementhas been
reached in committee, they put their
recommendations out tobid anddecide
on themostappropriate vendor.
ASSU passes new constitution
students in the general spring election
and is submitted to the administrators,
faculty and staff, it will go into effect
for the new representative council
elected thisspring.
"We put down the principles that
we've learned along the way so that
next year when the new government
comes in they will already have some-
thing to work from and can work on
issues like raising financial aid,lower-
ing tuition and getting more money
back for books," said Hahn.
commuter,has avoice.
"We have tried to make the constitu-
tionreadilyunderstandable andaccessi-
ble to anybody who wants to read it,"
said at-largerepresentativeJim Davis.
April 13 is "Constitution Day" at SU
and anyone who would like to sign the
constitution or just take a look at it is
welcome. The signing party will be
heldin thenew RepresentativeCouncil
Room, room number 208 in the Stu-
dentUnion Building.
If theconstitution isapprovedby SU
Monday night, the Associated Stu-
dents of Seattle University representa-
tive council reached a consensus on a
new constitution, which marks the
culmination of ayearof "trialanderror"
to put the principles ASSU has devel-
oped into writing, said at-large rep-
fsentative,Mark Hahn.The present ASSUcouncil has beeniverning SU without a constitution
for the past year. Although this could
lead to a chaotic, ineffective govern-
ment, the council isactually one of the
most cohesive groups ASSU has ever
had, according to President Tina
O'Brien.
"We didn't have any constitution,"
said Hahn. "We didn't have any rules.
It was totally governed by 15 peoples'
opinions plusBill Grace (the advisor).
We came to the conclusion that this is
asensational system for not having any
Eis for itatall."fuch of the success of this year'sncil can be attributed to its new
By MISCHALANYON
staffreporter
scnting eight different constituencies
replaced theexecutivebranch andsenate
structureof previous years.
The old structure "promoteda schism
between the executives and the senate"
because there was poor communication
between the two groups, according to
O'Brien.
"Our experiencehas told us that (the
system) works," Halm saidconfidently.
In previous years the pressure to
make the important decisions rested on
a small executivebranch. This year, by
spreading it evenly among five
committees, the morale has increased
dramatically.
"It's incomparable," said O'Brien.
"We are much more of a team. We re-
ally like eachother."
The new constitution covers more
than just the structure of the govern-
ment. One of its primary functions is
to promote student involvement. This
has been done by holding openmeet-
ings, allowing students to participate
on committees, and by representing
different constituencies. Every student,
from freshman tograduate, minority to
WashPIRG wants to work through
system not against it
from 'alive' page eight
"There isa big difference between the-
ory and then putting that theory into
practice."
"Iknow there are a lotofstudents on
campus who do care and who are
aware,but do theyhave aplace todirect
their energies? Do theyhave a place to
come together and be effective..this is
where WashPIRGcan beeffective," he
added.
"This is my first involvement with
any group on the SUcampus. Therea-
son whyIchoose WashPIRG was thatI
felt Icould get things done. My ener-
gies could be used as best as possible.
Within three weeks Iwas alreadypeti-
tioning for Initiative 97 which is a
toxic wasteclean-up bill.Ihave never
done anything like that before. Wash-
PIRG gave me a chance to get in-
volved, showed me how to do things
and gaveme the skills (needed todo the
work) and that hasbeen one of the best
experiencesI'vehad," saidPhilp.
Once established as achapter Wash-
PIRG has their sights set on a recycling
program and increased involvement in
voter registration. "Our goal is to get
people involved and make these things
aware to them. There have been recy-
cling proposals in the past, but they
havenever been realized... wecan bring
knowledge from other known Wash-
PIRG recycling programs and get it
going overhere at SU. WashPIRG has
thenetworks tobe able to do this," said
Philp.
Philp said he'd like to see a push for
voter registration on SU's campus.
"This just includes simple things like
knowing where the state's caucuses are
held, information on what a caucus
is...(basically) make information more
accessible so people can get involved
and receive*(general) information," he
added.
"We are not a reactionary-activist
student organization that just goes out
and protestsin the streets, that's not the
philosophyof theorganization. We are
an organization that works through the
system to make changes instead of
working against the system to make
changes," saidMcDonald.
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Brown&HaleyMountain"Bars.
ByKELLYSHANNON
staffreporter
SeattleUniversity will become more
accessible to those whohavedisabilities
because of theefforts of many affiliated
withtheLearningCenter.
Denis Ransmeicr, vice president of
Finance and Administration,and Bob
Fenn,director of Plant Services, worked
withMarie Zimmerman, director of the
LearningCenter, anddisabled students
Gina Mikkelsen and Larry Henslee to
establish anAwareness Day for disabled
andnon-disabledstudents.
Their main concern was to plan an
Awareness Day for those with all types
ofdisabilities. AwarenessDay will fea-
ture wheelchair races and other obsta-
cles for students and faculty to
overcome.
The group also plans to callattention
to dangerousramps located on campus,
such as those in the Casey and Student
Unionbuildings.
"We received so much positive re-
sponse andgreatfeedback on Awareness
Day," which is to be held later this
quarter,"said Henslee.
Henslee, who is confined to a
wheelchair,explained that during the
meetingRansmeieropenly "acceptedthe
challenge" for a new ramp outside the
Student Union building.
"We're just waiting for ASSU to set
the date for Awareness Day," said
Henslee. "The funds are there for the
ramp, so we're just waiting for the red
tape toclear."
A ramp is also to be built at Con-
nolly Center so that access to oneof the
pools will be made more easily
available.
Fenn explained, "We've designed a
ramp for thepool,but asecondproposal
for a kind of ramp has been recom-
mended too. What's really needed is a
common ramp between the men's and
women'slocker room."
"Wehave interest in theneedof dis-
abled accessibilityon campus and it's
our responsibility to see that it is as
much aspossible,"Fenn added.
Zimmerman said, "We'vemade more
progress in the past week than we've
ever made."
"According to federal regulations, any
institution is required to make it's pro-
grams accessible," Zimmerman
explained.
Often, when student activities or
classes are not accessible to those with
handicaps, room changes are made to
accommodate them.
But bigger changes,such as the new
ramps,are now beingaccomplishedand
Zimmermandescribes the changes as a
collaboration of "student energy,"
adding, "It takes just alittle bit to make
abigdifference."
"We're allverypleased," saidHenslee.
"If we can just get the date, we're all
set." He added, "It's my last quarter.I
didn't want this personally for myself,
but for the other kids who will be at-
tendingSUin the future."
/April 13,1988/The Spectator
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Model strives for excellence
"As we talked more about it, we de-
cided that we wanted to measure our
university on a community kind of
scale," Topel said. "A community is a
place whereeverybody has apartof the
action. Everybody has some re-
sponsibility. Everybody receives some-
thingand alsogives something."
A summary statementof the Model's
aim now is under development by
Topel and his colleagues. That state-
ment defines excellence as "the devel-
opment ofpersons through involvement
inalearning community groundedin an
inclusive Jesuit tradition. This devel-
opment aims at the enhancement of our
largerhumancommunity."
That statement was presented to the
university community in an openmeet-
ing in February. An evaluation of the
model was then presented to the Presi-
dent's AdvisoryCouncil last week.
A summary written by Kristin Guest
of theSchoolofEducation revealed that
the generalphilosophical statement of
excellence and articulation of broad
goals was generally supported. The
conceptof holistic learning and growth
was viewedas an important element in
ByKELLY VANDOREN
staffreporter
As Seattle University approaches
1991 and its centennial celebration, it
also approaches the time for
implementing plansaimedat improving
SUand thequality ofeducation itoffers.
Among the plans is the Model of
Excellence, which now is under devel-
opment. The Model will serve as the
academic planning backbone of SUfor
years tocome.
"It's time to turn our attention to aca-
demics," said John Topel, S.J., vice
president ofacademic affairs. "Whatkind
of school do we want to be? What's go-
ing tobeour modelofexcellence?"
The Model of Excellence is being
formulatedby agroup of administrators
appointed by SU president William
Sullivan,S.J.
It is the student-oriented goal SU
wishes to reach.
According to Topel, the model of
excellence deals with the question of
how to measure SUin terms of what
happens to the student during his or her
time atSU.
Center promotes 'Awareness'
the model. There wasa generalsupport
for the concept of SUas a community
of learners,and diversity within theSU
community was viewed asan important
aspectofexcellence.
Topel said some areas in the model
stillneedrevision.
"Weare puttingso muchemphasison
what's going on with the permanent
learning community here that we've
forgotten that the major reason why
we'reinto all of this is that we hope to
produce students who will come out
with the kinds of skills, values, com-
mitments and energies to shape the
world that theylive in,"he said.
The Model of Excellence should be
finalized by theend of May,according
to Topel. There will be a forum that
will combine the model of excellence
group with the Clientele Forum. The
clientele group is creating a model for
the future ofSU's studentpopulation.
"The purpose of this university, it's
goalsand themodelof excellence,ought
to be focusedon whoyouare whenyou
go out of this schooland what you can
do. We have tobe able to bringpeople
intosociety who canmakeadifference,"
saidTopel.
New students
have outdoor
experience
The,OutdoorExperienceisan excel-
lent opportunity for freshman and
transfer students toprepare for life at
Seattle University, according to Tim
Leary,assistant to the vicepresidentof
Scheduled for the weekendof Aug.12
to 14, the Outdoor Experience will be
staffed by SU students, faculty and
staff.Prospective students win "discuss
everything from family background to
expectationsat school," saysLeary.
The Office Student Lifeasks faculty
andemployees to volunteer to staff the
event They received 30affirmative re-
sponses, whichLearysays"speaks very
highly of our faculty" that so many are
willing to volunteer for an unpaid
event
OutdoorExperiencebegan three years
ago when a group of students,faculty
and staff decided to stage an event to
make new students feel more comfort-
ableatSU.Theydesigneda weekend at
thePack ForestBase Camp on Mount
Rainier that brought together orienta-
tionadvisorsand facultymembers. The
1985 Experience saw 30 students
participate, but the numbers increased
to65 students in 1985and90 students
last summer.
"One of the most important things
for students is that they feel bonded to
the institution," says Leary.For this
reason, the event is staffed by people
who will be important in the students'
college careers-administrators, staff,
teachersand students.
The Outdoor Experience is for all
new students-transfers and freshmen
alike,according toLeary.The camp is
handicap-accessible so everyone can
participate. "Older students have en-
joyeditasmuchas traditionalnew stu-
dents. They come to appreciate each
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ByMUCELIGOT
staff reporter
Some thingsare good for you andare
also quite appealing, like a meal at a
five-star restaurant.Other thingsarealso
vital,but are avoided like the plague,
such as cod liver oil and dentist ap-
pointments.
In the middle of the spectrum are
things thatareof beneficial valueand of
satisfaction,but don't linger long in the
mind. Takeaham andcheese sandwich.
Ithas a reasonable amountof nutrition
in it and it tastes relatively good,but it
is by no means a memorable culinary
endeavor.
"My Little Girl,"a new movie from
first-time filmmaker Connie Kaiserman
andexecutiveproducerIsmailMerchant
("ARoom With a View") falls into that
category.It looks at an intriguing sub-
ject(a shelter for homeless children) and
the overall product is good, but thanks
to a structuring misjudgment in the
script, the film doesn't stick in the mind
asmuchas itshould have.
Mary Stuart Masterson ("Some Kind
of Wonderful") plays an affluent
teenager from the Philadelphia suburbs
bored withher family's lifestyle. To do
something relatively worthwhile, she
takes a summer job in a downtown
shelter for homelesskids.
Her innocent idealism gets jolted
when she meets the center director
(James Earl Jones), a sympathetic but
hard-nosed administrator,andhis world-
weary assistant (Anne Meara), whose
years in the financially strugglingcenter
have hardened them more than they
wouldhaveliked.
Masterson's actual job is also not a
bed of roses. After having difficulty
communicating with the people she is
"assigned" to, a streetwise teenager
(TracyLin),an intensely withdrawnand
shy youth (Erika Alexander)and the lat-
ter's voluntarily mute younger sister
(Nacemah Wilmore), Masterson feels
more and more like the proverbial fish
out of water.
Her parents,bored lawyer father (Peter
Michael Goctz) and social-climbing,
ditzy mother (Pamela Payton-Wright),
don't offer much support. They don't
like her working at the shelter and
would rather see her doing something
else, such asgoing on boat parties with
her nice, unobtrusive (and boring)
boyfriend (GeorgeNewbern).
Inorder to get herself more involved
with the lives of the girls in the center
and to hopefully give them a better
sense of self-confidence,Masterson de-
cides to organize a talent show (yes, a
talent show) for them. Despite being
understandably skeptical, Jones and the
girls at the centerbeginlooking forward
to theevent
However, Masterson's world begins
turning inside-out. For one, Alexander
is taken from the center toanother more
inhuman one, something Masterson
can't understand. Also, in an effort to
assist Lin for life after "graduating"
from the center,Masterson blindly asks
the help of Lin's "boyfriend" (Peter
Gallagher),a self-centered pimp-abso-
lutely the last personin the world toask
for help.
And when the two problems inter-
twine,Masterson ends up ina mess that
destroysherinnocence.
"MyLittle Girl's" greateststrength is
in the strongcast andoverall impressive
acting.
Masterson, good as a tomboy in
"Some KindofWonderful," shifts gears
with impressive ease.Inanentirely dif-
ferent role,she is quite impressive and
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Franny (Mary Stuart Masterson) learns some important lessons
during her 16th summer in "My Little Girl."
believable. She is well on her way to-
ward becoming a respected actress.
Jones, who seems born to play author-
ity types(he also provided the voice for
Darth Vader in the "Star Wars" trilogy)
gives, as usual,a strong performance
andgets to show some sensitivity.
The lateGeraldine Pagehas only two
scenes as Masterson's sage-like grand-
mother, but is also a positive ingredi-
ent. Although Lin looks like she's go-
ing through the motions in an impor-
tant scene with Jones, she does well
overall. She shows promise (she even
looks versatile enough for the Master-
son role)and just needs abit more con-
sistency.
Still,the bestperformance isAlexan-
der's overly-sensitive ward of the state.
The character isdifficult to play, com-
bining alarge inferiority complex,deep
insecurity and an uneasiness about her
surroundings.Alexander isexceptionally
convincing.She provokes the audience's
sympathy when she is abused by the
other children and sent away to arela-
tively inhuman center. Her's is the
most memorable performance of the
film.
But theproblems inthis movie nearly
ruin the goodacting.
The final fifteen minutes of themovie
seem unnecessary.After all the dramatic
conflicts are settled, and the action for
all intents and purposes finished, the
movie dragson to an almost full-length
production of the talent show, which in
itself wasn'ta particularly thrilling idea,
and goes into a useless final scene be-
tween Jones and Masterson. The movie
shouldhaveendedmuch earlier.
The cinematography by Pierre
Lhomme is also rather bland. It seems
uninspired, doesn't have any richness
and isplainboring.
But the most glaring weakness of the
film is its failure to get people moti-
vated about the plight of children left
out in the street. Scant minutes after
leaving the theater, theaudience forgets
about what the film was about. That's
not what you want to happen when
you're trying to make a point about an
important issue.
This issue of kids alone on the street
is one of the biggest problems facing
society todayand deservesaclose look.
How come they ended up there? What
happens to them in the shelters? Do
theyget to the shelters? Are the shelters
adequate enough for the well-being of
the kids? Are there enough shelters?
What happens when theyget too old for
the shelters? Do they eventually get off
the street? Some of these questions are
answered but notindepth.Why?
"The intent of the film was to allow
the characters to develop so they cease
to be illustrations of a 'problem' and
become human beings instead of chil-
dren wecan gohome and worryabout,"
writes Kaiserman in the film's press re-
lease. Good. That makes for interesting
characters, strong acting and usually a
good story. Yet, we don't worry about
the characters for long. Why?
Kaiserman also notes this is a com-
ing-of-age story. That is the problem.
The movie was much more about Mas-
terson's innocent teenagerthanabout the
street kids. Thus, the audience feels
closer toMasterson's character than any
of thekids, includingAlexander.Wrong
move.
Kaiserman should haveput the focus
on the streetkids themselves,especially
on Alexander's,andputMasterson's role
in a supporting position. That way the
audience would have focused more on
them and have become more sympa-
thetic to their plight. Alexander's per-
formance was certainly more deserving
of alarger role in the film.
Ifthescripthad expandedandempha-
sized her part, thiscould have been one
of the most talked-about movies of
1988. As it is, the movie probably
won't last long, and in the near future
will wind up asa "Sunday Matinee" on
TV that no one will watch because
they're mowing the lawnat the time.
"My Little Girl" fails to be good
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Midnight Oil LP
mixed music with
Aborigine message
ByKRISECHIGO
Politically inspired musicians have
always been boxing in their priggish
righteousness.They tell us to vote,feed
theneedy,feed the world,give peacea
chance andaid the fanners. We'realways
doingsomething wrong.Now it's about
aborigines. Aborigines?
MidnightOil's new album, "Diesel
andDust" dealsalmost entirely with the
oppression of aborigines in Australia,
but unlike the many "We Are The
World" songs that only serve to render
ourpity andrender our money, "Diesel
andDust" allowsnosentimental slop to
salivateon their message.
Lead singer, Peter Garrett,a one
time lawyer who ran for the Australian
senate in 1984 and almost won,relays
his aboriginal concerns by combining
his anger against the Australian gov-
ernment with symbolic imagery. In
"Sometimes," he represents the white
governmentas "cannibals" who "wear
smart suits and ties" and "arm wrestle
on die alter." Garrett constantly uses
images of chalky deserts, steel and
mechanized industries, asif toillustrate
a dichotomy between the aboriginal
worldofdesert anddust to the concerns
of the white government—mining and
diesel industry.
Midnight Oil's sound is well-
rounded and full, accompanied with
smooth back-up harmonies by Peter
Gifford,Jim Moginioo and Rob Hirst
In "Whoah," Midnight Oil ignites a
sinister foreboding tone, with the har-
monizersmoaning "whah" in a deathly
croon. Garrett bemoans that "girls are
not smiling/ the stars have gone out/
the man with the landslide gothis head
in theground."
Peter Garrett's voice sounds likea
diabolical Popeye on speed. It's an ar-
gumentary voice that wouldputanidiot
in his place. In "Put Down That
Weapon," his voice turns breathy and
spooky like a hooligan trying to scare
the government when he sings "above
the waterline/ point the finger yeah
point the bone/ it's the harbour towns/
that thegrey metal ships call him." He
puts the fool in his place when he
hisses "Youmust be crazy if you think
you're strong."
Midnight Oildoesn't havea single
lovesongonthealbum. "Arctic World"
is the closest Midnight Oil gets to a
lovesong-exceptit's notalove song-it
just sounds like it should beone.Ithas
all the melancholy trappings of a ro-
Xc ballad. Garrett's words hit aof fear and sadness inhis voicehe sings, "I don't want tobreatheimithsonian air/Idon't want to
listen when they toll the bell/ 'cosI
can't takeanother industrial feast/onthe
ground,onmy back,out mere."
"Dieseland Dust" isMidnightOil's
mostcommercially effective album to
date. Though theyhavealwayshad their
own distinct sound, it is now more re-
fined to appeal to the masses. Nor-
mally, this would indicate that they've
soldout Buteach songis so enjoyable
it doesn't matter.
Midnight Oil will be playingat the
Moore Theater on Thursday, April 21.
TheHouse ofFreaks,a folksy acoustic
band will open the show. Tickets are
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Angel (Lou Diamond Phillips) asks classmate Tito (Mark Eliot)
to help him answer a tough question asked by teacher Jaime
Escalante (Edward James Olmos) in "Stand and Deliver."
American Indian film fest
starts April 19
Nilak Butler will speak at this showing.
The film for April 22, "Broken Rain-
bow,"narrated byRobertRedford, will
be shown. It is about the battle of In-
dian controlof land verses the corporate
and governmentdesire for energy rich
lands. "Apartheid in Arizona" will also
be shown.Itdeals with the human con-
ditions in Southwest America. A guest
from the Big Mountain Support Group
willalsospeak.
Lastly, on April 29, the film series
will conclude with "Honor of All," a
film about the alcoholism rate that de-
creased from 95 percent to five percent
in theNorthern British Columbia Indian
community. Dr. J. Spence from the
Seattle Indian Health Board Alcohol
Treatment Center willalsobe speaking.
All of the films will be shown at 7
p.m. in the Library Auditorium except
for those on April 22 and 23, which
will be shown in the Engineering Audi-
torium at 7 p.m.
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ByLISAWILLIS
A&EEditor
Who say's there isn't anything good
coming outof Hollywood these days?
The Warner Brother's release "Stand
and Deliver" is by far one of the best
films to come out of the movie factory
in years and it practically came out of
itsownbackyard.
The film is based on a true story
about aEastLos Angeles teacher,Jaime
Escalante,who motivates remedialmath
students to learn calculus. Sounds like
"Head of the Class" right? Wrong. The
story is not only inspiring but well
The set is Garfield high school in
eastL.A. It is tough, full of gangsand
drugs with a high drop out rate. The
physical education and music teachers
are teaching math. The school is close
to loosing their accreditation. In walks
Escalante, a computer teacher, who is
assigned to teach remedial math to sub-
remedial students. He gave up a well
payingjob to teach—that's dedication.
He is so dedicated to teaching, that
after he does it for a while,he winds up
in thehospital after suffering a heart at-
tack. Two days later he is back in the
classroomagainsthis doctor's advise.
Edward James Olmos (Lt.Castillo,
the guy that doesn't talk much on Mi-
ami Vice) plays Escalante. He is unrec-
ognizable fromhis "Vice" character. He
is balding,frumpy and highly talkative.
Olmos showed his versatility asanactor
in "The Ballad of Gregorio Cortez,"
playing againa totally different charac-
ter. His performance in this movie
shoulddefinitely winhiman Oscar.
Also presentis "La Bamba" star Lou
Diamond Phillips as a gang member
(Angel) who secretly wants tolearn.He
wants it so bad, he asks Escalante for
threebooks, one for home, one for class
and one to keep inhis locker.He wants
threebooks so his friends won't see him
carrying them home to study. He
wouldn't be "cool" if he did that.
Phillips plays this role almost as well
as he did Ritchie Valens,but Angel is
notasmovinga characteras Valens.
Eventually, Escalante leads his stu-
dents into calculus and on to the Ad-
vanced Placement calculus exam— an
exam that issodemanding that less than
two percentof all high school students
nationwide attempt it. But the movie
isn't over yet. Because all of his stu-
dents pass the test with exceptional
scores andbecause theyare fromone of
the worst schools inL.A., they are ac-
cusedofcheating.
Most of the supporting cast of stu-
dents had little or noacting experience
and were literally picked off of the
streets.Still,theentire cast isgreat.
One particularly funny, yet emo-
tional scene is when Escalante goes to
his car in the teacher's parkinglot,only
to findit gone.After a long walk home,
heis emotionally drainedand cries with
his wife. The sob session is saved by
several of his students who return his
car...freshlypainted.
"Stand and Deliver" is definitely a
film not to be missed.Itcan be appeal-
ing to all ages and shows a realistic
view of life in the less glamorous side
ofL.A.
Teacher's story lends to excellent film script
The NativeAmerican Students Coun-
cil,Educational Programs Committee
andASSU will bring theContemporary
AmericanIndian Issues Film Festival to
Seattle University. This is in conjunc-
tion with the visit of Russel Means on
April 27.
The films begin on April 19, with
"Homeof theBrave,"an award winning
film about the common struggle of In-
dians inNorth and South America for
sovereignty and human rights, and
"Nicaragua Was My Home," about the
Indian's struggleagainst Sandinista and
Contras for sovereignty and human
rights.
On April 26, "On Line" will tell
about the Indian and white ranchers de-
bate for the fate of the sacredBlack Hills
of Sioux Indians. Also showing will be
"Brave Hearted Woman," a story about
murderedactivists whosehands werecut
off by the F.8.1, after Wounded Knee
Occupation in 1973.Bob Shermic and
AR T & ENT ER TAINMENT
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Actor Lou Diamond Phillips Is coached by the real Jaime
Escalante, on the set of "Stand and Deliver."
E THEAMERICANHEART WEREFIGHTINGFORASSOCIATION YOURLIFEMEMORIALPROGRAM. 4tZ&&g&&&& C&AmericanHeart■nwwnwßß
RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS
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YOURFIRST STEP
TOWARD SUCCESS ISTHEONE YOU
COULD TAKETHISSUMMER.
At Army ROTC Camp Challenge you'll learn
what it takes to succeed— in college and in
life. You'llbuild self-confidence and develop
your leadership potential.Plus you can also
qualify to earn anArmy Officer's commission
when yougraduate from college.
Army ROTC Camp Challenge.It may be
just what youneedto reach the top.
Findoutmore.ContactGerryFaveroorJimBackus,Connolly Center,296-6430.
ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE YOUCAN TAKE.
ByMARTY NILAND
sports editor
Petra Gannon and Lita Peranzi each
captured half of the women's singles
draw, leading the SU women's tennis
team to a victory over Western
Washington and host SeattlePacific in
the SPU tournament last weekendat the
Seattle TennisCenter.
The men's team,battling alarge field,
finishedlast behindPugetSound,SPU,
Western and Willamette.
Gannon, SU's top woman singles
player,drew thenumber twoseed in the
women's bracket, which was divided
into twosections.
Shebreezed to straight set wins inher
first two rounds, then lost the first set
of the finals to SPU's Kathy Mitten 4-
6,before bouncingback to win the last
two sets 6-2and 6-3.
Peranzi,who was not seeded, won a
preliminary round, then defeated SPU's
ChristineCard, thenumber four seed in
the tournament and teammate Jenny
Grathwol en-routeto the finals.
Peranzi defeated Western's Christa
Clow 6-1,4-6,6-3 to capture the lower
half of the women'sbracket.
All the women's singles won their
first roundmatches before some fell in
the secondround.
In women's doublesplay, the teamof
Gagnonand Kathy Connor advanced to
the finals before losing to Mitten and
Pam Nakogaof SPU.
The only men's player to win a first
Yesterday, the men played at UPS,
but results were not available at press
time. They play at Skagit Valley
Community College on Friday,a home
match against Whitworth on Saturday,
andamatch atGreenRiver Community
CollegenextMonday.
The women's nextmatch is Monday
atGreen River CC.
round match was John McNeely, the
thirdseedin the tournament.He defeated
Gary Davies of Western 6-4, 6-4, but
fell to Art North of UPS in the next
round.
Joe Levanalsoplayedwellin the first
round, but lost a heartbreaker of an
openingmatch to Western's PatKelley,
7-5, 5-7,5-7.
The men fared better in the
consolation round though,as freshman
Chris Thomas advanced to the semi-
finals, and Levan, Mark Tuohy and
Kevin Franklin all won first round
matches.
In doubles, the team of McNeelyand
Jackson won their first round match
over GrantandAtwood from UPS.
A baseballfantasy bringsgame to life
Iownabaseball team.
That's right folks, four of my friends and Ihave
joined the exclusive club and can now claim
something in common with George Argyros,George
Steinbrenner,TedTurnerand AugustBusch.
Notonly that, we've got some of their bestplayers,
andatshockingly low salaries.
Isigned George Bell foradollar.RogerClemens is
getting abuck to pitch for Jay Dallenbach this year.
George Brett was signed for six cents, and Dave
Parker for apenny.
What'sall thisabout?
I'llbet you think we'recrazy.
We're crazy for a game
that's sweeping the
country,and whichmakes
major league baseball a
whole lot more fun to
Fantasy League,
Rotisserie League, Dream
Teams— whatever you want
tocall it, wecall it fun.
On Sundaynight, theFantasyLeagueofdowntown
Seattle convened at my place to conduct its first
annualplayerauction.
Eachperson in the league pretendshe is the owner
of a baseball team.To make things interesting, we
only usedplayers from the American League.(Using
both leagues makes it tooeasy for everyone to get
All-Star players.) Each owner calls the name of a
player, the owners take turns bidding for the player's
salary,and the funbegins.
We've imposed a $10 salary cap, with the money
becoming theowner's league dues. The maximum
salary for a player was a dollar, theminimum was a
penny. ( Please don't tellMike Moore he's working
for minimum wage thisseason.)
We can make trades orpick up new players if ours
gethurtor sent down to theminors.
Once the teamsare assembled, we takeeachplayer's
statistics from the paper andadd them up toget each
team's score.
We use five categories for pitchers: wins,saves,
ERA, strikeouts and hits and walks per inning.
Hitters are scored for batting average, home runs,
RBI,stolen basesandruns scored.
We addeach categoryfor each teamandgeta total.
The team in first place in each category gets five
points,secondplacegets four andso on.
Youcan buildyour teamany wayyou want
Youcan take chances ona hot rookie,or go for the
proven vets whomaybe over the hill.
If you love the big sluggers you can go for them
andscorebig inhomers andRBI,or youcan roundup
all the speedstersandearnpoints forstolen bases and
runs scored.
Iwent for pitching, spending the bigbucks to get
Jack Morris, Jimmy Key, Jim Clancy and Bob
Welch. Steve Hayes went with theall out offensive
attack, passing over some Cy Young candidates to
land WadeBoggs,Mark McGwyre,GeorgeBrett and
JoseCanseco.
Paul Berkowitz put his money in the bullpen,
going all out for Tom Henke, Dave Righetti, and
Julio Solano.
For the fantasy leaguer,baseball has come to life.
Suddenly the morning box scores take on a whole
new meaning. You look for your players,examining
their performance. Getting a win from a starting
pitcher,asave from areliever,ora bigRBIday from
oneof your sluggersis cause for celebration. 0 for 5
days from hitters and early exits for pitchers might
make you wanttogoback tobed.
It gets even more interesting when you root for
your favorite players and rootagainst the ones you
don't like. A big day for any Yankee player has
always been badnews to me.ButnowIcan takeeven
more pleasure in an 0 for 4 day by Don Mattingly,
because he'splaying for anopposingFantasy team.
This game lets you win or lose with your guys,
but if you play favorites too often, you lose more
often than you win.
Two years ago, with a National League Fantasy
team,Itraded SidFernandez of the cursedNew York
Mets and a .221 hitting rookie outfielder for my
favorite player, Jeffrey Leonard of my beloved San
Francisco Giants, who was batting .320 with 25
homeruns justafter the All-Star break.
Immediately after the trade,whichIthought would
give me an even tighter grip on first place,Leonard
got hurt, anddrove inonlyone run for me during the
restof the season. Meanwhile Fernandez went on a
longwin streak, as the mets headed for thepennant,
and the .221 hitting rookie outfielder, whose name
was Eric Davis, hit over .600 for the next two
months for my opponent.Iwent from first place to
last place in three weeks. To this day,Iwant to cry
every time Daviscomes tobat.
It's still not toolate to getin on the fun and form
your own Fantasy League with a group of friends.
Get together,get upanauction,andgetin on the fun.
One word of caution, though. Don't be fooled by
those ads in the back of magazinesoffering to do your
stats and figure your standings for a fee. With USA
TODAY and your trusty calculator you have
everything you need to figure your standings in a
coupleofhours.Besides, figuring the stats is half the
fun.
Good luck,baseball fans,andremember: after this,
you'llnever look atbaseball the same wayagain.
Women's tennis team takes SPU
/ April 13, 1988/The Spectator
SP ORTS & RE CR E AT ION
Mark Tuohy (left) and Hanna Kunz battled for SU in last weekend's SPU tennis tournament. Touhy
adavnced to the semi finals of the men's consolation round, and Kunz made it to the semis of one of the
women's bracket. The SU women's team won the tournament, as Lita Peranzi and Petra Gagnon won the
singles brackets.
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"Where's the ball?" asks Mike Sheehan, as USA TODAY teammate Sue Kendall hustles to retrieve it. Kevin
Moyes of the S-Team has taken second and has his eye on third, but Tim Huber moves over to cover. Stacia
Green watches the fun from right field.
Intramural play continues this week.
This Weekend's IM Games:
SportsBriefs
Cyclers gear up
for Tri-Cities
festival
Seattle University's bicyclists are
gearing up for the third annual Tri-
Cities Intercollegiate Sports Festivalon
April 22and 23.
The bikers will participate in four
events: an individual time trial, a 36
mile road race,a team time trial anda
criterium.
Mike Dahlem, Kelly Hobkirk,
Brian Dennehey, Joe Krepel and
Anthony Hall will cycle for SU.
There are also rowing, bowling,
chess, racquetball, rugby and soccer
competitions as well. SU has not
entered teams for these events yet, but
anyone interested in entering an SU
teamcanstill signup.
Dahlem saysanyone interested inany
sportis welcome to compete. For more
information,contact him at 296-6400.
Fire Department a
no show for game
Last Saturday's exhibition basketball
game between the SU alumni and the
Seattle Fire Department at Seattle
CenterColiseum never happened.
Kevin Bailey, Brian Lockhart,
Ray Brooks, Ryan Moore, Eric
Briggs and Chris Simmons all
showedup for SU, but only one player
from the Fireßugs showed up for the
game,which was to start at4p.m.as a
preliminary contest to the Seattle
SuperSonics-HoustonRockets game.
After waiting for over anhour for the
firemen to show up, SU coach Bob
Johnson called the game off. "I guess
we shook them up too much the last
time and they didn't want to show up
this time,"hequipped.
The SUalums beat theFireßugs 100-
76on March 29,behind TonyPope's 32
pointsand Bailey's23.
Evanoff leaves
Pooland Aquatics coordinator Nancy
Evanoff has left SU to become a pool
consultant for Aqua Quip, the company
which has supplied chemicals and
supplies for Connolly Center'spool.
Evanoff became pool and aquatics
coordinator in1983.
According to University Sports
director Nancy Gerou, Evanoff will
start her new job after a brief trip to
Hawaii.
Red Division
Saturday, April 16
Violent Femmes vs., The Tide-12:45 p.m.
Onion Bagels vs. Chill Baby-2 p.m.
Sunday, April 17
Onion Bagels vs. The Tide-12:45 p.m.
Chill Baby vs. Violent Femmes-2p.m.
Purple Division
Saturday, April 16
Bad Grads vs. Play Deep-9 a.m.
Me Flys vs. lUslanders-9 a.m.
Bedrock Bombers vs. VAD-10:15 a.m.
Tangle Fuzz vs. Bashers-10:15 a.m.
Ticques Squad vs. Reptiles &Samurai-ll:30 a.m.
Sunday, April 17
Bad Grads vs. Tangle Fuzz- 9 a.m.
Me Flys vs. Bedrock Bombres-9 a.m.
Play Deep vs. Tiques Squad- 10: 15 a.m.
Islanders vs. Reptiles & Samurai- 10:15 a.m.
Bashers vs. VAD -11:30 a.m.
Correction:
Lastweek's article about themen's
tennis team incorrectly reported that Joe
Levan hadmissed the match with
Central Washington and that several
players hadmoved up inrank and won.
Levanplayed in thematch,butKevin
Franklin didnot.Coach Janet
Adkisson's comments about Franklin's
play concerned theFridaymatchagainst
Gonzaga.
/April 13,1988/The Spectator
Blue Division
Saturday, April 16
Copenhagen vs. Yankees-ll:30 a.m.
Hit-n-Drink vs. Touch em All-12:45 p.m.
Sunday, April 17
Touch em All vs. Copenhagen-11:30 a.m.
Yankees vs. Humm Baby 1-12:45 p.m.
Gray Division
Saturday, April 16
Yo Baby vs. Slip-n-slide-2 p.m.
Comfortably Numb vs. Slobbers-3:15 p.m.
Risky Business vs Humm Baby 11-3:15 p.m.
Pub Cubs vs. Blue House-4:30 p.m.
Quiet Riot vs. Almost Locol Motion-4:30 p.m.
Sunday, April 17
Yo Baby vs. Cub Pubs-2 p.m.
Comfortably Numb vs. Risky Business-3: 15 p.m.
Slip-n- Slide vs. Quiet Riot- 3:15 p.m.
Slobbers vs. Almost Locol Motion-4:30 p.m.
Blue House vs. Humm Baby II- 4:30 p.m.
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THERE ARETWO SIDESTO
BECOMING ANURSE INTHE ARMY.
And they'reboth repre- I F'^TJIsented by the insignia you wear
Ias a memberof the ArmyNurseI
ICorps. Thecaduceuson the leftI
wJjM&^ Imeansyou're partofa healthcareI I
Isystem inwhicheducationalandI
Icareeradvancementare the rule,I
Bhl nottheexception. Thegold bar I HI
on the rightmeans youcommandrespectas an Armyofficer. If you're
earning a BSN, write:ArmyNurse Opportunities,P.O. Box 7713,
Clifton,NJ 07015.Orcall toll free 1-800-USA-ARMY.
ARMYNURSECORPS.BEALLYOUCANBE.
I TheUNIVERSITY OFSAN DIEGO,offersan inten-
Isive ABA Approved postgraduate 14 week
LAWYER'S ASSISTANT PROGRAM. This Program
Iwillenable you to putyour education to work as a
Iskilledmemberof the legal team.
IA representativewillbeon campus
Friday, April 29
1:30
-
4:00 pm
Career Planning Office
IFor moreinformation
Icontact yourcareer center at: 626-6235
SU Lawyer's Assistant ProgramI
T "HT\ University Room 318> Serra Ha|!IJ>J I, c i. San Diego,CA 92110I ten DlCgp (619)260-4579
IName I
ICurrent
IAddress I
ICity State Zip
ICurrent Phone # I
IPermanentPhone # I
PAID ADVERTISEMENT
I V GEOFFGOODFELLOW
_^ Oneof the most unpretentiousand
\=^ FKUJVI hard-hittingPoets writing today."
12:00NOON attctdatta malmorganAUOIK/VLIA AUSTRALIANBOOK REVIEW
INTHE CHIEFTAIN ADMISSIONISFREE "Geoff Goodfellow
Energetic anddemanding".
ExecutiveElections for the ASSUOffices ofPresident,Executive ROSEMARY O'GRADY
Vice-President, and Activities Vice-Presidentare underway. THE ADVERTISER
Registered candidates are as follows: (in alphbeticalorder)
ChristineMarinoni N^ M AP IMro■r^^^^^^^^-^
T PI k ff N.
' '
n i\ Ilit X O
\. Y2 Ticket for students
Executive VP: OAKLAND AS are$6.00
Steve Cummins
Cherie Green X APRIL 14,1988
Brian Smith f
ActivitiesVP: I
Dave Paul
Those interested inmore info on these candidates,or in "write-in" „__ . .... . ♥ " A "I IQth
eligibility, please contact the ASSUofficeat 296-6050. Ask for Pat MytriS and MindSetS April Utn
Demuth,Tern Hyde,orTinaoßnen. 7:30, Engineering Auditorium
PLEASEBE AWARE OF THIS IMPORTANTELECTION SCHEDULE:
April 19- Executive Candidates Forum t 1
Library Auditorium 3-spm IF^©!? tl^Hljl) AllFaculty
April 20- Primary Election Staff> and JesujtCommunjty jnvjted as we||as
April 21-- FINAL Election students inhonor of graduating seniors 6:00 to 9:00
Representative Constituency ElectionSchedule: Pm- Student Union Building
April 22-Constituents Candidates Meeting spm Luau takesP|ace inCampion April 16th6:oopm.
Deadline forsign-up 4pm Tickets on sale at Chieftain and Bellarmine,$12.00
April 25- Campaigning Begins this oncea Year event is sponsored by theHawaiian
May 2- Residence Hall Night/Forum Club.
May3- Constituent Primary (FA©T A|pQT3l] f£l&lft Sign upnow for
Mays- Constituent Finals the lip sync whichwillbe held during the FACT.
Sign up in the Activities Office.
"TONIGHT! ALPHA KAPPA PSI
would like to invite all business
students to attend a pledge orientation
meeting, at 7 p.m. in the Stimpson
Room(first floor of LemieuxLibrary."Volunteer ! Visiting Nurse Services,
a Seattle-King County home health
provider has an expanded volunteer
program. Volunteers helpwith errands,
child care,minor home repairsand light
house work. For more information call
the Care Connection Team, Lynn
Felsinger, at 382-9700."
The Foreign and Domestic Teachers
Organization needs teacher applicants in
all fields from kindergarten through
college to fill over 600 teaching
vacancies both home and abroad. For
additional information write The
National Teacher's Placement Agency,
UniversalTeachers,Box5231,Portland,
Oregon97208." BETA ALPHA PSI.accounting
fraternity willpresentaseminar on the
recruitingprocessas itpertains to
accountingmajors. The seminar willbe
Wednesday,April20at 12:00 inPigott
353. Allaccountingmajors are
welcome. The seminars willbe
especiallyavailable to juniors.Contact
DepartmentofAccounting for more
information.
"TONIGHT "Myths and
Mindsets...Beyond the Reagan Years."
What is the definition of the status quo
in America? SUprofessors willanalyze
theReaganyears andshare their visions
for the future at 7:30 p.m. in the
EngineeringAuditorium." Join the SUphoto club. Open to all
students and faculty with with some
experience in photography. Activities
will include meeting with commercial
andprofessional fine arts photographers,
discussion of current photography
shows and issues in contemporary
photography. The first organizational
meeting will be in the darkroom in the
basement of theStudent UnionBuilding
Anril n at7nm. 1
Senate andothers todo so.
MacLean also noted the administra-
tion "substantially accepted the structure
the grievance committee suggested
though they didn't accept the language
of the judgementitself."
"Due process has at least been given
shapein this hearing,"MacLean said. "I
was pleased that it worked out this
way."
Weenolson said "Ihad many people
tell me that they thought Ihad a
snowball's chance in hell of winninga
grievancehere."
"My major reason whyIfought this
is becauseIfelt it was wrong," she said.
"IfIallowed it to happen to me,Iwould
beallowing it to happen toother people
whocame after me," Weenolson added.
CLASSIFIEDS
TYPING/ WORD PROCESSING/
RESUMES. Five blocks from
campus. Sense of humor, some
genius. 325-3081. "
Stock Broker Assistant Wanted,
phone work, hrs. 6:30-8:30 pm
M-Th; 9:3oam
- I:3opm Sat. Earn
$5-$B/hr. Call Jim Patterson
526-7012.
Director of Catechetics and Pastoral
Minister. Our Lady of Lourdes
Parish. Approximately 350 house-
holds. Staff includes Pastor and
Youth Minister. Please send all
resumes to the attention of: Pat
Valladao,OurLady of Lourdes;P.O.
Box 524; Lewiston,Idaho 83501.
All resumes should be received by
May 15, 1988.
Looking for a student to hand out
brochures for 4-6 hours a week.
Wages are negotiable and hours are
flexible. No car necessary. Call Pat
at725-5011.
L'Arche Noah Sealth, a Christian
community that welcomes mentally
handicappedadults,seeksapart-time
assistant. 20 hrs, mostly weekends.
CallDebbie 325-8912.
from 'policy' page one
Hecalled the efforts "as successful as
these kinds of things can be," but said
grievance committee could not
substantiate that Weenolson's tenure
situationinvolvedsexual discrimination
but "the suggestion that it might have
been there was enough to encourage
the problem was societal and "I think
we'vegot along way to go."
Topeland Eshelman both pointed to
the presence of women in various
authoritypositionson campus.
"With respect to employment,
promotion and tenureIthink there's a
lotofevidence that SUhasbeen apretty
goodplace for women," saidEshelman.
While he said he could point to
counter examples in the University's
history,Eshelman said "Ipersonally feel
thatour record is wellaboveaverage."
MacLean said he understood the
them to urge the University to take
another look at it."
MargaretHaggerty,Ph.D.,chaired the
grievance committee and would not
commenton any aspectof Weenolson's
case. "It is notappropriate for members
of the grievance committee to comment
on the grievance or the procedure,"
Haggertysaid.
One of Weenolson's complaints is
that the University terminatedher before
considering her record of publications.
She said these include a book andsev-
eralarticles on her field. She claimed to
be misinformedbysuperiors as to when
thosematerials should be submitted for
review.
"Ilookedinto thatparticularargument
myself," Topel said. "I was not
convincedof what Dr. Weenolson was
saying."
Topel and Eshelman declined com-
menton specifics of the case. "It seems
to me that any individual faculty mem-
ber's employment relationship and how
that'sbeinghandled isaprivate matter,"
saidEshelman.
MacLeanexpressedoptimism over the
way the case is going. The ad-
ministration "originally said there was
nogrievance for non-reappointment,"he
observed.
The eventual allowance of the
grievance committee to consider
Weenolson's case showed flexibility in
theUniversity's position,MacLean said,
thoughhe added there was pressure on
sity,and that SUis in a very competi-
tive marketplace.
"If we were in Wenatchee or Walla
Walla it would be different," he said.
He claimed that salaries arebetter than
five or 10 years ago, and also asked
rhetorically, "What isarelative turnover
ratio? What is it in any industry?" He
said the salary increase helped with the
turnoverproblem, but that the problem
is growing again.
He explained his interest in the
Goodwill Games, and why he agreed
take the chairman's position. "It in-
trigued me, andIwould also be inter-
ested inanother seriesof gamesbetween
the USSR and the USA," he said. He
alsocited the long term economic and
social benefits as a positive impact on
thePuget Soundarea. Noting the recent
squabbles between Pierce and King
Counties over who willget to build the
swimming pool for the games,he said,
"There is a certain irony in the
Pierce/King County fight over the
GoodwillGames."
The last issue questionedthepercent-
age of tuition spenton faculty salaries.
Father Sullivan said the SU budget is
roughly $30 million, with approxi-
mately $18 million going to salaries of
staffand faculty, a figurecomparable to
other institutions unless they're heavy
on research like Cal-Tech. "Education
is labor intensive,"he said.
With that, Ron Prestridge of RSS
closed the discussion, only about 20
minutes past its scheduled time.
Sullivan answers questions
from 'president' page two
Sometimes they're invocations at
groupdinners. Ithelps tokeep theuni-
versity visible."
He talked briefly about the amountof
travel involved with the job and the fact
that his main responsibilities are at the
policy level, since the V.P.'s carry out
mostof theday today things.
He also said that, "The president is
the person whois supposed toarticulate
the nature of the university to the out-
sidecommunity, and represent the uni-
versity in the community, both locally
and nationally." Not the leastof which
means cultivating friends and donors to
theuniversity.
When he turned the talk over to the
audience for questions, the topics
changed andhe quickly came under fire
by one student forendorsing a letter of-
fering scholarships through the ROTC.
The student said that the president
should also endorse the Peace andJus-
tice organizationbecause it doesn'tpro-
mote killing. Sullivan replied that he
would be happy to give support to
Peace and Justice, but that they hadn't
requestedit.He saidhe would helppro-
moteany campus organization sponsor-
ing scholarships, exceptperhaps, if one
wereoffered to students whosmoke five
packsof cigarettesaday.
Another question from the audience
addressed thehigh turnover rate among
the staff at SU. Sullivan admitted that
attracting and retaining qualified staff
members is achallengeto every univer-
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Regents program
provides scholarships
Looking A head...
"AIDS Education Month. This week
there will be two video on AIDS.
Today at 12:00 in the Chieftain a
FACTS FORUM and on Thursday, at
12:00 and6:00 a videoon "The Human
Face of AIDS." There will be an
Ecumenical Healing Service at 12:00 in
theCampionChapelon Friday.
Next Week.... There willbea forumon
theSocialandPolitical aspects ofAIDS
on Tuesday, April 19 at 7p.m. in the
EngineeringAuditorium."
POETRY CONTEST! A $50 prize
for the best written poem. Contestants
may enter threepoems. All entries must
be typed with a false name. Do not
include real name for fair objectivity.
Entries are due May 14 in the Honors
Office,Casey104.
" "Ho'ola Lahui Hawaii". Saturday,
April 16, The27th annual luau. Tickets
are $12 perperson,childrenunder 12are
$8. Contact Ken 682-1370 and Maile
328-0240.
"
Aaron Brown ofKIRO TV will
discuss thepower that television has
in shaping the nation's prioritiesand
perceptions. "Whose opinionis it,
anyway?
"
ItwillbeheldWednesday,
April 20, at 3p.m. in the Engineering
Auditorium.
" The Learning Center is offering
workshops to help increase your speed
and write effective terms papers .
Speed ReadingII is on April 25 and
Term Paper writing is April 18. All
workshops are held inPigott 405 from
5 p.m. to 6:30 p.m.
" TodayNeil Youngof the Psychology
Departmentand students will share their
experiences working in Calcutta, India
this past fall. Slide show and group
discussion will be at noon and 7:30
p.m. Two movies will be shown.
"Calcutta" at 1p.m. and "Something
Beautiful for God" at8:30.
By STEPHANIEWHEAT
staff reporter
The Regents' Award Program, now
four years old, is still working to in-
crease the Black population on campus
and simultaneously enrich cultural
diversity.
"Theprogram was createdbyWilliam
Sullivan,SJ.and the SU Board of Re-
gents' at a point when the black
population was very low," said admis-
sions counselor,Keith Grate.
Using the combination of a scholar-
ship and a grant, the program honors
outstanding achievement by black high
school seniors and transfer students,
accordingtoGrate.
"The budget is sufficient, but the
program could use more support for the
students once they geton campus," said
Grate.
Applicants for the Regents' Award
mustbe of Afro-American background
andhave acumulative highschool grade
point average of2.75. Transfer students
need a2.5cumulative.
Theobjective is to extendopportuni-
ties to black freshmen who would not
attend SU without the program, said
Grate.
The $2,000 award may be renewed
ever year for four years,providing the
student meets maintains a 2.0 grade
point averageand average12 credits per
quarter.
The recipients are selected based on
extra-curricular activities,recentaccom-
plishments, two letters of recommenda-
tionand transcripts.
The deadline for applications isApril
15 and recipients will be selected at an
awards dinner in the Casey Commons
on April 23.
Tenure policy debated
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